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Pennsylvania Has Too
Much .Water.

Telluride Death List is
Decreasing.

People Killed by Collapse of
Buildings.

Montreal

Major Jenkins Turn

Tables by

Case.

De-

Southern Pacific Withdraws
Passenger Bureau.

clining the Sword.
PRINCE

HENRY'S

TRIP.

SANTA

Philadelphia, March 1. What is eald
to have been the greatest flood ever
"experienced along the Schuylkill river
and certainly the most disastrous in
recent years, tore its way down that
stream last night and early this morning and from its source to its mouth
120 miles damage of hundreds of
''thousands of dollars has been done.
Thus far only one life naa been lost
In this city. Michael Igol was drowned
this morning in his home at the falls
of the Schuylkill.
The height of the flood was reached
at 6 o'clock this morning, when the
river, which had expanded to twice its
width, began to slowly recede. Communication with the upper part of the
river early today was cut off.
The
melting ice, and snow coupled with
heavy rains for the past twenty-fou- r
hours in th. eastern section of the
state, was the1 cause of the rapid rise
of the river.
Incalculable dahiage has been done
along the river In this city. The water
.swept back from the. wharf lines for
three blocks in some pbices, surrounding dwelling houses, great manufacturing plants, inundating railroad tracks
and causing much disorder. Prolably
the greatest sufferer is the Baiwnore
& Ohio Railroad company," whose
tracks run along the eastern shore
This road abanabout three miles.
doned all service over the main line.
The waiting rooms in the main depot
and Chestnut street
at Twenty-fourtwere under three feet of water. The
Delaware extension of the Pennsyl-vaniroad on the west side of the
river, which is used only for freight,
was covered with muddy water as high
as the tops of the freight cars. Lumber yards were swept clean of stock
and thousands of tons of coal and sand
in the yards along the river banks,
were swept down the river.
The city water works in Falrmount
Park are under water compelling the
stoppage of pumps. In the vicinity of
Achra, Race, Vine and Callow Hill
streets, north of Market, and Sansom,
Pine and Lombard, south of Market,
the water reached above the first
floors of many dwellings. A portion of
the down town section of the city was
in darkness all night owing to the
flooding of the electric light power
house.
When day broke this morning, great
destruction was to be seen on every
side, and as the water receded, piles of
mud and debris were left behind. Sev
eral tugs and barges were left resting
nn wharves, where they Had floated.
Railroad service to points up .the
Schuylkill valley on the Pennsylvania
railroad and the Philadelphia & Read- ing railway, is suspended. In Manayunk the water reached the second
story windows. It will take some time
before the mills will be in running or
h
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PITTSBURG

HAS IT.

Plttshure. March 1. Western Penn
Kvlvania ia in the grip of the worst
Kinro the record breaker of 1884.
Street car traffic Utween Pittsburg
is entirely anandoned
h
Scores of mills were forced to close
awA hun.irp.id of families were com
pelled to move. Special details of po
lice surround tne noouea aisinei io
guard proierty and lives.
t.-.r-

Aiiop-hon-

A TOAT ASHORE
New York, March 1. The Oak Island life saving station reports the
Acra. from China
ports for New York, is ashore at Johns
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Tne crew lanueu

i

jum-- n

Tho pjiiinln engineer ancTflrst
'or Ktni on the vessel. The sea

but she
is breaking over the steamer,
docs not appear to ie in any imme
diate danger.

RESENTS THE INSULT.
Major Jenkins Refuses to Accept the
Swora ai v,naneiun.
Warrenton. S. C. March 1. Major
i tonkins has declined to ac
ce'pt the sword which it was proposed
to him at Charleston, S. C,
to present nrpcirient
visits that place.
...i
tho
Major Jenkins, who is a member of the
faculty of bethel Military acaueniy
here, sent the following telegram to
Lieutenant Goernor Tillman, of South

...!

Caiolina:
"You are represented In the press as
having telegraphed President Roosevelt at the request of subscribers to
the Bword recently offered me througn
roniiPKtine- him to withdraw his
acceptance to present the same. If
these
this be so, I must decline uuder
circumstances to accept the swora.
Rnrra Loss 800 Men.
Kitchener
Ixmdon. March 1
....... rt th Hner casualties during the

Ird

amounted to 800
ntnred. General De
Wet's son, who is among the prison
ers, was nis tamers teciciaij.
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FE INCREASE.

Denver, March 1. A special to tha
Times from Telluride, Colo., says to-aay uroke bright and clear in the city.
out cioiuiB stui nang over the mountains. A large searching party left this
morning to resume the search for the
dead, who are burled under the snow.
the telephone lines from this city to
th mines and Denver are down.
A slide occurred this morning in
Marshal Basin, at the Sheridan mine,
in which John J. Johns was killed. He
was a native of Cornwall. Eng.! and
had resided In this country fourteen
years.
A slide is also reported at the Gold
King mine, south of the city, and the
tramway was wrecked. It is not known
whether any lives were lost there.

s
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DISASTER IN DETAIU '

Telluride, Colo.. March 1. The num
ber of lives lost in the four avalanches
.
'
t if
w 4
wt
that swept down Smuggler mountain
yesterday, is now estimated at twenty
to twenty-five- .
Fourteen men are
known to have been killed and an unknown numlter are burled under the
snow. Twelve badly injured persona
are In the hospital, while several othi
HOME OF THE BANK OF COMMERCE, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
s. '
ers who were hurt are at their homes.
It is believed that few, if any, more
Deposits January, 1896, $150,583.47; January, 1397, $201,964.32; January,. 1898, 1284,40 Ml; January, 1899, $377,645.56; January,-1900- ,
$481,118.24;
I todies, can be
recovered until the
January, 1901, $543,229.09; January, 1902, $709,286.50.
Depository Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company. Officers and Directors M. 8. Otero,
snow melts.
president; W. S. Strickler, vice president and cashier; W. J. Johnson, assistant caohierjt Wm. Mcintosh, 8alomon Luna, J, C. Baldridge, A, M. Blackwell,
Aa soon as the news of the first
,.
w.,,...-....''
,
- "urv'.$-"W, A Maxwell.
- .
' V
.i.
slius. Wich carried awT the boardlug
bouae, bunk house and other bulldlut
Beside the Bank of Commerce, the ground floor, Railroad avenue aide, Is occupied by Theo. Muensterman, dealer In shoes; O. A. Matscin 1 Co.,
at the Liberty Bell mine, reached town.
dealers in stationery, etc; H. Westerfeld & Bra, cigar and tobacco manufacturers; and "The Oak" barber shop, W. H. Hahn, proprietor. The Second
and citizens hurried up the
street lower floor ia occupied by Schwartzman & With, dealers in fresh meats; A W.: Edwards, undertaker. The third floor Is occupied by the Grand doctors
mountain to aid In digging out the
Central hotel, E. W. Spencer, proprietor, while the territorial sheep sanitary board, insurance and real estate agents, dentists, doctor and attorneys
dead and injured. Seven bodies had
been recovered and five Injured were
have office rooms on the second floor.
,
'
brought to town when the second slide
came down, killing two more men and
treasure land among savage and primi- day at St. Francis hospital of blood
Injuring a number of others. This was
THAT MUSEUM.
LEFT
FOR
DENVER.
seeking
tribes,
perfect
or
poisoning, brought on through cutting
to
tive
this
followed by two more snow slides in
great
a callous on the foot with a pen knife.
that link in the historic web the
which five lives were sacrificed.
museum is weaving. Incidentally they
As the storm continued and the work
BASKET
BALL.
up.
as opportunity offers, the
The Santa Fe Advertising Depart will pick
Major General MacArthur Interview of rescue could only be carried on un
best examples of present day artificers
der most extreme danger, and as it
in the line of work in which the Indian The High School Team Defeated by
ment Give Official Notice.
was believed no more of those burled
ed on Sites and Buildings.
excels.
University Boys.
under the snow could still be alive, it
Expert Indian workers on pottery,
was decided to abandon the search for
game between the
basket
The
ball
and blankets will ply their boys of the High school and the Unibodies until It can be prosecuted with
MOST VALUABLE COLLECTIONS. silver
AN
INTERESTING
TALK.
unique trades in the museum buildgreater safety. George Rohwer, who
which was played at Colombo
ing, surrounded by "all the odd contriv- versity,
was killed, had been county clerk and
lat-- t
night,
hall
in
for
resulted
honors
ances of their native villages.
was one of the most prominent mining
University team by the score of 11
Yesterday afternoon The Citizen, lo
General MacArthur and the mem operators in the district. The damage
It will be worth one's while then the
8.
to
cally, called attention to the fact that to stop off at Albuquerque, to enjoy the
bers of his staff, Major Varnum and to mine property is estimated at $5,- The affair was satisfactory,
plans for the new Santa Fe railway new hotel, the curios and the Indians. from a financial standpoint on the both
part Captain Brown, left at 8:30 this morn 000.
museum (an adjunct to the Hotel
of the boys and from an entertaining ing for Denver. They did not get up
KIDNAPED THE BOY.
BUILDINGS COLLAPSE.
point of view on the part of the au( until a few moments before the train
were finished; that the site
larger
A
not
havo
lence.
could
crowd
of a Montreal Merchant
for its location had been staked off. Lives Lost at Cleveland and Philadelleft and none of the committee were Young Sonwas
been accommodated.
phia in Similar Accidents.
carried urr.
and that work on the building would
present
to
b.u
farewell.
them
The game was hotly contested from
New York, March 1. Much excite
Cleveland, Ohio, March 1. Ten persoon be commenced.
The building,
us are
"All
showed
to
the
sites
was
to
shirking
No
finish.
evl good," said General MacArthur. "The ment prevails In Montreal, says a dis
which will be of Spanish architecture, sons were injured and three are miss- start
will be located between the depot and ing, in an accident which occurred at dent on either side. All the players entire nieBa is excellent for the loca patch to the Herald, over the mysterithe south wing of the new Alvarado the building occupied by the Cleveland were in It for blood and even football tion of a post and It only remains now ous kidnaping of Edgar Wayland, the
son of E. J. Wayland, manBaking company on Central avenib, tactics were resorted to on several oc to determine which site Is the best
hotel.
Regarding this enterprise the adver today. The missing are: J. Welker. casions. The University had the best That will be done only by surveys by ager of a boot and shoe firm. He is
of it from the start, although some ex the engineers. I do not know when believed to have been carried off hy
tising department of the Atchison, To Margaret Helser and Mary Ricmer.
The injured are: Lena Susy, Bertha cellent playing was displayed by High the surveys will be made. There Is no a servant girl.
peka & Santa Fe railway system, sent
out, among other notices, the follow- Koenett. Florence McGrath, May Kel- , school boys. The University had their reason why the department should not
WILL PROBABLY DISSOLVE.
ing article, on the museum which the ly, Lizzie Keppernek, Emma Sehunt-unth- opponents handicapped to a certain go ahead and do all of this prelim
Emma Rupp, Bertha Knopf, extent by weight, and they also had inary work without any delay. Of Southern Pacific Withdraw From the
company is now arranging to locate In
Hope Otto, and R. Cohen.
the best of It by practice and experi- course, when It comes to the actual
this city:
Soutnwestern Passenger Bureau.
The fourth floor of the rear building ence, their team work showing up construction or buildings, an
Considerable interest attaches to the
approChicago, March 1. Notice of withcollapsed
and
of
plant
crashed
the
High
much better than that of the
statement that an extensive ethnolog
priation Is necessary and we will have drawal from the Southwestern Passen
ical and archeological museum is to through the second and third floors. school boys. They were also favored to wait on congress.
ger bureau was filed today by the
persons
Eighteen
working
were
in
the
by
fate to a certain extent, for several "There has !een a general discussion Southern Pacific road. The reason
be established at Albuquerque, N. M.,
building
time.
at
the
times fouls were called as the ball feli of setting aside 2,000 acres for the given was that the expense of mainby the curio department of the Harvey
company, as an adjunct to tne new
in the University's basket.
post, but there is such a large amount taining the bureau since the withdrawPHILADELPHIA.
IN
TWO
After the game a couple of hours of land there that I shall recommend al of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
hotel Alvarado. This museum will un1.
Philadelphia,
of
A
portion
March
of dancing was enjoyed. Mrs. Rose taking more than 2,000 acres. With road had become a burden and the bendoubtedly be the largest and most comthe new addition to the Fidelity Trust Berry furnished the music.
plete of its kind in the world.
the increase In the army, everything is efits to be derived from membership
building
company
street,
on hestnut
being done on a larger scale. When under the prevailing conditions were
The collections already gathered by
colACROSS THE OCEAN.
the Harvey company are valued at now in the course of construction,
we had but 25,000 men. the posts were insufficient to compensate. With these
many thousands of dollars, and em lapsed today, killing Daniel Maginniss.
Now, with loO.OoO men, it is two roads outside the early dissolution
smaller.
brace specimens of everything relating a stonemason, and George Wharton, a Marconi Talks Over 2,000 Miles While expected to keep 60,000 in this country of the bureau is predicted.
Crossing the Atlantic.
to the life, customs and environment bricklayer. The injured are Charles
and 50.000 on foreign dury. With the
New York. March 1. Mr. Marconi, completion of this post there will be
Anderson, Rigger and Frank J. Boiie,
of the western American Indians.
MADE CONCESSIONS.
Many of the exhibits are so rare as a mechanic. The accident is supposed who arrived on the Philadelphia today, four lull regiment iuists in this departto he practically Impossible of dupli to have been occasioned by the fall of announced that during his whole trip ment Albuquerque, Denver, Salt Lake Santa Fe Grants Conductors and Trainmen Highea Wages.
across the Atlantic, he was able to talk City and Cheyenne.
cation. In the course of a number of a derrick.
with the station at Pold House. CornKansas City. March 1. The Atchiyears' collecting, there have been
"A twelve company post will make
ON THE ENGINE.
wall, without any difficulty up to 2.099 quite a town in itself and over 1001 son. Topeka & Santa Fe railway haa
gathered and reserved many of the
nlles, thus virtually bridging the At- buildings will be put up here. Some of granted conductors and trainmen imchoicest examples or Indian wares
the Mountains lantic.
Implements of warfare and agrlcul Prince HenryinCrosses
them will be very large and handsome, portant concessions, according to E. E.
the Cab.
ture, fantastic adornments and nni
while others will bo plain.
Forty Clark and Patrick Morrlsey, chlets, reac1.
Lilly,
Portage, Pa., March
At
Prominent Banker Dead.
sical instruments, blankets, baskets companied
houses will be required for officers' spectively of the Order of Railway Conby Lieutenant Commander
New York, March 1. Frederick D. quarters, and there will be twelve ductors and Order of Trainmen, and
stone axes, looms and prayer sticks. Egidy and George W. Boyd, of the
Tappin, president of the Gallatin
idols, silver ornaments, skulls of cliff Pennsylvania
large barracks for the men. In addi- the fight that had been begun with the
railroad. Prince Henry
bank. Is dead. Tappin played a tion to these there will be stables, cor- Santa Fe will, it is believed, le carried
dwellers, totem poles, Jewels, wampum climhed into the
engine. J. W. Gil- leading part in the financial history of
beads, odd carvings, cooking utensils
rals, storehouses, a chapel, hospital to other systems.
was engineer and II. C. Palmer, the city during the last half century, and
Clark and Morrlsey passed through
and gaming implements. These repre christ
other buildings, which will bring
fireman. The prince shook hands with lie was Ixji'n in this city in 182!.
herU today, en route to Galesburg. 111.,
a
over
I
sent Navajo. Aztec, Zuni, Moki, Pima, them.
to
not
can
hundred.
total
the
The prince was enthusiastic
say what will be used In the construc- from ToiK'ka, where they held conferToltec, apache and many other peo- over
his ride and the scenery through
John W. Bailey Dead.
ples, of some of which even the name
of the buildings or what I will rec- ence with Santa Fe officials.
Alleghenies.
Philadelphia. March 1. John W. tion
Acting under instructions from the
I have investigated
subommend.
is lost. That this fine collection Is the the
Bailey, president of the Record Pub- ject of building materials sincethe
they represent, they are directorders
1 have
result of what was primarily a com
SERENADE ATALTOONA.
lishing company, died this morning. been here and
ing the campaign for higher wages and
find
mercial enterprise, does not detract
made
the
brick
1.
Altoona,
Pa.,
March
Prince
Bailey had been associated with here is not satisfactory, but a very ex- concessions made by the Santa Fe, is
'rom its scientific value. Indeed. In Henry's train arrived here at 8 o'clock Mr. lute
William .M. Singerly since the cellent quality of stone can be secured they assert, the opening wedge for a
the gathering and classification of the and made a stop of ten minutes. A the
specimens some of the lest known large crowd had gathered, and there establishment of the Record.
here. The government usually makes fight for a general advance on all the
its buildings of a permanent, substan- systems controlled by the two orders.
scientists of the country have contrib- were repeated cheers for the prince
Webster Flanagan Again.
The concessions grauted by the
uted.
A band serenaded him.
1.
Webster tial character.
Washington. March
Santa
Fe are an Increase for freight
demost
a
6tay
been
"Our
here
has
The location of the museum at Albu
Flanagnn, collector of internal revenue
querque, on the border of this strange
lightful one. It has been most pleas- conductors over Raton mountains beLieutenant McCauley Now.
in the Third Texas district, is to be
new-olland of the southwest, is a for
and most satisfactory in every re- tween La Junta and Raton of from 3V
Washington, I). C, March 1. The
This fact whs made known ant
ts a mile; for brakemen.
spect."
tunate one. Local pride in the extent president sent to the senate the nonii today at the white house.
nts a mile.
nd completeness of the exhibits will nation of H. A. McCauley. late cor
Rhodes Is Alive.
undoubtedly bring to them from time poral in company E of the Colorado
tt to le paid 4 cents
Earl of Perth Dead.
London. March 1. Officials
4 nts on local freights,
to time new treasures from private volunteers, to le a second lieutenant.
I.ondnn, March 1. The death Is anadded to the New
collections In New Mexico and An
nounced of George Drummond, Earl of British Chartered South Africa
pany, of which Cecil Rhodes is 1
wma, the existence of which Is perhaps
Died of Blood Poisoning.
A
I
Perth. He was born in 1807.
aging director, deny thr
cii
on branch lines
not now even guessed.
Colorado Springs. Colo., March 1.
" j 90 to flOO
a
ne
from
In
M.
D.
a
United
S'
Rowlan
returned
lated
the
has
traveling
constantly
famous
Explorers are
O'Donovan RoBsa, a son of the
and
agency, of the death
'
tin remote districts of this western Fenian agitator of New York, died to short visit to El Paso.
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No other place In the west of
the same size has better school facili
ties.
One of the remarkable things about
Silver City Is the number of mineral
collections owned by the citizens.
Nearly every hotel and business house
has a cabinet of rare ores, which is
sure to attract the attention of visitors. A geologist could spend a month
profitably in Silver City examining the
rich mineral specimens of that region.
with n fine climate, energetic
and being surrounded by unlimited
mineral wealth. Silver City is destined
to grow and prosper.
school.

tationery,
LOWNEY'S CANDIES,
WATERMAN FOUNTAIN PENS "
CARVED LEATHER GOODS at,
v

MATSCN

O. A.
o

& CO.,
Albuquerque, New

W. Railroad Ave

B IT BRIGGS& Co.

A

ex ft

'

;

II

Per the Complexion.
The complexion always suffers from
biliousness or constipation. Unless the
liOwels are kept open the impurities
from the liody appear in the form of
unsightly eruptions. DeWitt's Little
Early Risers keep the liver and lowels
in healthy condition and remove the
cause of such troubles. "C. E. Hooper,
Albany. Ga.. says: "I took DeWitt's
Little Early Risers for biliousness.
Thoy were Just what I needed. I am
feeling better now than In years."
Never gripe or distress. Safe thorough
and gentle. '1 he very best pills. J. H.
O Rielly it Co.; Q. II. Driggs & Co.

r
Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Jluhber Supplies,
;

SALE OF;

Chfst Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.

.Prescriptions filled with care and accuracy.
Corner Gold Avenue and First Street.
quontlnff of places whore It la sold, is
made sufficient cause for dismissal.

Daity (tifiin?

There Is a big demand for more
farms In the vicinity of this city.
Editor Farms bring factories, and factories
Thos. hughes....
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Ed. make farms pay. It is the cost of liv- ing inai determines wages, and wages
Publisheu Daily and Weekly.
determine the cost of manufacture.
HUGHES A McCREIGHT. Publishers

Citizens of Las Cruces are awaiting
with rcreat anxiety the decision of the
ITnlted tnlpi minrrmn rr.nrt In tho
Associated Press afternoon dispatches Elephant Butte dam case. Denial of
uarnw v,ny ana woumy circulation the rteht to build the dani. while it will
The Largest New Mexico Circulation ruin the future of a larce part of the
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation territory, will Imperil the present of
valley.
Copies of this paper may be found tho Mesilla
on file at Wasnington In the office of
Las Vegas will erect ore reduction
our "pedal correspondent, E. G.
works, providing a sample car load of
1)18 F street, N. V., Washington,
ore from Burro lltl! gives good returns
DC.
when reduced at Denver. Las Vegas
New Mexico demands Statehood in asked to subscribe $10,000 to the
plant.
Congress. .
from the
'

Big-ger-

,

Fifty-Sevent-

Unlly,
Dully,
Dnily,

h

.

Terms of Subscription:
by mail, one year

In Grant county, near Silver City,
deposit in fact, a
JG 00 there is a vast
of aluminum. The denosit
3 00 mountain
150 has not been worked, but there Is a
50 fortune
there for some enterprising
75

by mall. Fix months
by mall, three nwnuii
Vally, -- y mail, one month....,
iXlly. by carrier, one month
2 00 capitalist.
Weekly, by mull, per year
THIS DA1MT CITIZEN will le delivered
In the City at the low rate of 20 cents per
The New Mexican demands the en
week, or for 3d cents per month, when
paid monthly. Th se rotes ore less than forcement of the Sunday closing law
those of any other daily paper In the The law was enacted In 1887, and has
territory.
not leen enforced except bv Judge
.

MeFio In the First Judicial distric t at
The Citizen works every day for the Santa Fe.
best Interests of New Mexico.
Douglass is said to be the coming
The four "Lest towns in New Mexico boom town of southern Arizona. The
are Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Silver new town is 150 miles flora Doming
on the new Blsbee road. Large smelCity and Raton.'
ters are to be erected there, and tho
Important question In Grant county: people already have the small pox.
Will Lorrtshiirg try to secure a new
Twenty-onyears ago today the
county next winter?
senior editor of The Citizen began his
There te enough gold and silver in newspaper work In' this ritj. That
i.uQ liiwuuiaitiM ui new aiexicu to pay morning he bought the Journal. It waa
published in Old Town, and was a
off the national debt.
lively sheet, being filled during March
The Las Vesas Optic is respectfully with reports of several murders in the
Informed that there has been no fire in booming town.
the Galluo coal mines.
GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP.
A very interesting commentary on
The peopkt of Silver City want the
government ownership of railways
western portion of Socorro county at- the
is furnished by the recent report of M.
tached to Grant county1."
de Wltte, the Russian minister of
finance. He says in his report that
The organizing of a lodge of Eagles while
expenses have inDoming
boing
agitated. There Is creasedthe86ordinary
is
at
per
cent
in the last ten
material there for a buccessful lodge.
e

.

The Elks of Silver City is the strongest secret society In tho territory. The
lodge there numbers nearly 150

years, the receipts have increased
hardly at all; and that a very large
part of the growth of expenditure
comes from tho improvement of railways and the construction of new
ones. His deficit is about 1100,000,000
for the year, and the only way In
which that can be taken care or is by
the proceeds of loans which are still
'in the treasury.
Tho United States are suffering
from exactly the opposite trouble at
the present time; we are facing not a
deficit but an excess of revenue, of
something like a hundred millions.
In Russia, the Btatu owns and oper
ates the railways; la this country, the
railways are owned and operated by
private corporations, 'ihose are not
Vle nly elements In the prosperity ot
the one country and the financial
straits of the other; but they are very
important elements, indeed. A consideration of the facts of government
operation of railways abroad, in every
country In which It has been tried,
goes to show that it would be extreme
ly unwise for this country-t- o
attempt
government ownership and operation
at the present time, or at any definite
time In the future that can now be

Deming is one of the prosperous railroad centers of New Alexleo. The town
has railroad lines extending In five
'

This territory has a better mineral

.vtliliit nt tho Chnrlnctnn a vnncli it an
than New Mexico had at the' Chicago

world's fair.

The lumber company at Alamogordo
has a monthly pay roll of $118,000,
which partially accounts fur the prosperity of the town.

LE0i

Interest

train.

MacArthur.

New Mexican, Feb.

Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
chronic blood poisoning and all scroiir
lous aftectlons. At all times a match'
less BVFtem tonic purifier. Money re
funded if you are not satisfied. 50c
and $1.
ALBUQUERG'Ji: & JEMEZ SPRINGS
STAGE.
Leaves from Trimble's stables every
Tuesday and Saturday at 5 o'clock
a. m. Only line with a change of stock
on route through In a day. Bath house
open till the year. Fine winter resort.
Tickets for sale by W. L.' l'rinible &
Co., Albuquerque.
J. B. BLOCK, Prop

JIBellyiCo.

The office of secretary of the Bureau
of Immigration is ably filled by Colonel
Max Frost and it is the "hope of Tliy
Citizen that he may live many years
and occupy the position that he now
holds.'

This city is almost certain to double
its population in the next two or three
years, and the public school biuldings
should be enlarged this year' to meet
the needs of tne increasing school at
tendance.
The railroads of the
feetive promoters of
more strictly spea'
nence. The new .
liurliugton are hk
nes. The use
while on duty i
The habitual '

n

dwelling houses.
The city is the center of a large mining vountry. Gold, silver, lead and
copper mines are worked at a profit
in the near vicinity. It is also the center of a largo cattle distric t, thousands
of range stock being shipped annually
from the Silver City yards. A large
smelter reduces the ores of the adjacent mines. These Industries make
Silver City one of the best business
renters in New Mexico, and has built
up a city of enterprising men, who are
noted for their generosity and hospitality. Every branch of business is
represented, and somo of the largest
iry goods and hardware stores in the
itory may be found there,
le territorial Normal School Is the
e of the city. A short sketch of

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital

Not an Experiment.
and tested
The old time-trieMine" lump cortf that Hahn sells
for $5.00 per ton. 'Fhones 4& and 4iu
Ct
TWENTY-FIVMEN'S
DOZEN
CAM THAT ARE WORTH FROM 50
CENTS TO 75 CENTS; SALE PRICE,
25 CENTS. ROSENWALD BROS.

Oatmeal

o

-

.

$100,000
OFF5CERS AND DIRECTOR3

President
and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

M. S. OTERO,

W. S. STRICKLER,

V. P.,

J. U BALDRIDGE

Soaps.

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

Large Variety

5 cents per Cake
50 cents a dozen
Soap, Large
Cukes for Hath, 3 for

Transparent

Glycerine

Soup, 3 Cakes for

TiiiitD uruEisr

Meat Market

OX

60j
S)7n
Li'iL

Highly Scented Soaps, such as
I'uImiDse, Lilac, Laven- -

tt--

All kinds
of

f resn

iu son S'ccis,

,

STEAM SAUSAGE

dor, 3 Cukes for

FACTORY.

o

Doming offers the same opportunj
ties now that the most prosperous
cities in the west offered several years

J. H. O'RIELLY
Prescription

ago.

0
0
0

NEW
NEW
NEW
TERNS.
NEW

EMIL KLEIN WORT, Prop.
MASONIC

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

o

a
a

& CO.

Druggists.

SHIRT WAISTS.
DRESS SHIRTS.
C1JALLI WAIST

O

0
RENT OR SELL..
B
0 The Palace hotel at the Jemes Hot
0 Springs the finest summer resort In
' 0
New Mexico and only one day's ride

PAT- -

JACE ALLOVERS,

B. ILFELD & CO.

000000000Oo 000000000

Fresh Bread.
Pastry of every description. Wedding cakes a specialty. At the New
England bakery.
o

Ruppe's drug store open all night,
every night.

from Albuquerque.

dress.

For particulars

BriLWXG.

THIRD STREET

RUPPE,

B.

ad-

PRESCRIPTIONS

MRS. KATIE ZELLHQEFER.
San Pedro, N. M.

F.TOIEI&BRO.

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

"Strongest in the World"

Toti & Gradi
wm

SILVER CITY.

nd

Bank of Commerce

WM. MclNTOSH

,

.

THE

2S.

d

Ave

2

The Elks of Sasta Fe will put a baa
ball club in the field this season. They
will have a good club, and do much to
promote the national sport In the ter- named.
ritory.

The war taxes passed in IS 9 8 to
The traveler, after traversing the
meet the cost of a foreign conflict are vast plain surrounding Deiu'ing, which
to be wholly wiped out in 1902. It is said to resemble the plain of
takes good management to accomplish
In Judea, reaches Silver City,
such financial feats.
nestled in a canyon in the mountains.
The city nuniters alout 4,00't Inhabl- Last year the railroads of the United tants, and does not resemble any other
States Increased their earnings $143.- - mining town in the Rocky mountains
000,000. Th6 railroads are earning an being solidly built up of brick. Tne
nually $477,"i'oO more than in the business houses are compactly located
last year. of the Cleveland administra- and ail of brick. There are very few
'
A
.
frame houses. On a slope of one of a
tion.
hundred hills suriounding the town, a
The way to advertise a city is to ad- Mexican village is nestled, which is
vertise
the place to advertise better viewed at a distance. Silver
a city or anything else is to put City was built during a mining loom
your advertising matter in the news- at Georgetown and other surrounding
mining camps, which largely accounts
papers which are read by all the
for the excellence of the business and

220 Railroad

Hon. W. D. Childers, of Albuquerque,
United States attorney for New Mexico, Is In tfie city and will attend the
banquet this1 evening.
Experience Convinces.
J. E. Saint, of Albuquerque, secreTiove its value by investing 10 cents id
tary of the Santa Fe Central railway,
Druggists
arrived this noon to be present at the trial ize of Ely's Cream Bnlm.
supply it and we mail it. Full size GO cents.
banquet this evening.
JiLY BHOS., 60 Warren St., New York.
Alfred Grunseld, a leading merchant
Clifton, Arizona, Jim. 20, 18!)i).
of Albuquerque, and treasurer of the
Ej.t 15nos.: I'lcase send me a HO
Messrs.
in
a
vir.itor
Immigration,
is
of
Bureau
of Cream Calm. I find your
bottle
cent
banquet
will
the
capital
attend
and
the
remedy tho quickest and most permanent
tonight.
Judge John H. McFle returned thlfi cure for cntarrh and cold in the Load.
noon from Albuquerque, where ho at DeixM. Cotter, Uen.Mgr. Ariz. Gold M. Co.
Morsm. Elt Cnos.: 1 have beenafllicted
tended the banquet last evening given
with catarrh for twenty years. It nuido me
to Oeneral Arthur Mac Arthur.
I thought I bud consumption. I
Governor M. A. Otero, Adjutant Gen so weak bott'.e
of Ely's Cream Halm and in
eral V. II. Whiteman and Colonel Wii got one
stopped. It i the
ceslao Jaramtllo returned this noon three days the discharge
where bon medicine I have UHed for catarrh.
from a visit to Albuquerque,
Cea:k E. Kindlespibe.
Cioberta, Cal.
thev attended the reception at the
Commercial club to General Arthur CXXXXX)C)OOCOOCOOo;.

-

The Elks of Silver City ought to
build a neat opera house and lodge
hall. They could do it without much
trouble.

Anywhere.

Judge Daniel H. McMillan returned
this noon from Albuquerque.

H. A. Duckley, of Albuquerque, wan
an arrival In Santa Fe on the noon

UPWARDS OF:

All Samples and No Two Alike. Qualities and Prices Amazingly Attractive. ; It is a Sale which Offers You
Advantages Not to be Duplicated

are studying the bacillus of consumption, thoughtful laymen realize that a
bad cold accompanied by .coughing,
sore throat and tightness across the
chest is too serious a matter for delay
or experiment. They also realize that
Allen's Lung Halaam cures a common
cold in a day or two. Obbtlnate cases
take more time, of course.
Of Local

i

TWO THOUSAND PIECES

While Wise Doctors

JJdliuquernue

NDERWEAR

DEALERS

GROCERIES
Telephone

The Equitable
Life Assurance

Society
Of the United States.

JiMAKV

1, 1009.

Assets $331,039,720
Assurance
Fund and all 259,910,678
other Liabilities - - Surplus $71,129,042
Outstanding
Assurance $1,179,276,725
New Assur
- $245,912,087
ance
- $64,374,605
Income
J. W. ALKVINDKK, Proldent
J. 11. 11Y,
Vie-lreidv-

ut

Have just received a largo stock of
foreign and domestic woolens, which
they arc prepared to make up in first
class stylo at reasonable prices, consistent with first, class work. Ladies
and gentlemen's clothing cleaned,
pressed and repaired at short notice.
119 RAILROAD AVENUE.

The ICEBERG
Prop.
STEVE LALLIN3,

We handle the finest line of Liquors
and Cigars. All patrons and friends
cordially Invited to visit the Iceberg.
South Second street.
109-11-

AND
247.

IN

IIOCORS.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

if.
Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.

Free delivery to al 1 parts of the city.

213, 215, 217

North Third Street

Spring
Beauty
chines from our rugs, even If you turn
They are genuine
fabric all the way through, and we
would thank you to look at both sides
the more you look, the more we'll
soli. Some beauties for this season.
Will you see them?

tV.eni upside down.

1

WHEN IN SAN MAHCIAL
STOP AT

The Wigwam Saloon
ONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
IN TOWN

Helm & Story, Props

B. A. SLEYSTER,

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
WALTER N. PARKHURST
FIRE INSURANCE,
i excellent educational Institution
REAL ESTATE,
General Manager,
iy be found elsewhere In this paper.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
here Is ''rge public school, which New Mexico and Arizona Department, ROOMS 12 14, CROMWELL BLOCK,
'utained, and a Catholic
libe
Albuquerque,. N. M.
Automatic Telephone 174.

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.
WEST END OF VIADUCT.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Wo ks
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Biass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade ttars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

T
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ffikilroad Topics

Club House Brand

School Dpys are Dangerous Periods

Piren F. II. Bennettwho has been ity of Newton, Kan., and shipped to
the company up San Francisco. The train went as a
In the'erv,ce
north f ew weeks, has resigned h!s special over the Atchison, Topeka in-ft
Santa Fe road, and was the first
posltl
jjnAe No. 068 was sent down to the stance of a train with a cargo consistexclusively of eggs passing, into
Soothe branch to relieve engine No. ing state
of California. The twelve cars
Oiawklch will be taken to the Las the
composing the train on which this
yeJa shops for repairs.
cargo was transported were
ngines No. 156 and 201 have been fragile
constructed in a manner best calcuthe
from
division
Rio
Grande
ored
lated to preserve the delicate freight
t the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe for without breaking. They were built
out
of
T.
I.
Purcell,
yrvice
upon a plan which enabled the shipThe round house force at Santa pers to pack great numbers of crates,
men, so that all available space in the cars
tosa will consist of twenty-fiv- e
all of whom will live in the town. The was utilized. After much trouble there
round house and cinderpit have been was devised what is probably the easies' completed.
t-going
storage car in America.
These cars were especially constructFourteen thousand Jons of
for carrying such a load, and are
rails, the amount ordered by the ed
into compartments, so tnat the
Santa Fe Central Railway company. Is divided
proper amount of air is distributed
sufficient to lay a single track 126 evenly to
each crate. The cars are
miles long.
fitted with passenger spring and are
J. A. Jannlsh, an old time brakeman designed to ride with as little jar as
on this division, resigned from the ser- a Pullman sleeper.
vice of the company and left Las Vegas for Des Moines, Iowa, where he Having a Run on Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy.
will accept a position in a large crackBetween the hours of eleven o'clock
er factory.
m. and closing time at night on Jan
Unusually heavy shipments of steel a.
uary 25, 1901, A. F. Clark, druggist.
rails are being made over the Santa Glade
Sprlnps, Va., sold twelve bottles
Fe now for the south and west. This
Chamberlain s Cough Remedy. He
material figures In the enormous ex- of
"I never handled a medicine
pansion, which the roads of that part of says,
or gavo better satisfaction
sold
better
country
experiencing.
are
the
to my customers." This remedy has
According to the new Rock Island been in general use in Virginia for
time table, passengers from Chicago, many years, and the people tnero are
Kansas City or St. Louis will save well acquainted with its excellent qual
twelve hours In coming to El PaRo over ities. 'Many of them have testified to
the Rock Island compared with time the remarkable cures which it has ef
made by any other railroad. The run fected. When you need a good, refrom Kansas City Is made In thirty-thre- e liable medicine for a cough or cold, or
hours and forty minutes. There attack of the grip, use Chamlierlain's
will also be a saving In time to Los Cough Remedy and you are certatn to
Anseies over any other transconti- be more than pleased with the quick
nental road. Through Pullmans will cure which it affords. For sale by all
druggists.
be- run from Chicago to Los Angeles
and San Francisco, while the through
A Severe Cold for Three Months.
train for El Paso will bo made up at
The following letted from A. J. Nus- Kansas City. The Rock Island will also
run throilgh tourist sleepers from baum, of Batesville, Ind., tells its own
Chicago to Los Angeles and San Fran- story. "I suffered for three months with
a terrible cold. A druggist prepared
cisco.
and a physician
Mrs. Mary B. Burch, as stated in me some medicine, yet
I did not im
for me.
The Citizen some time ago, has en- prescribed
prove. I then tried Foley s Honey ana
tered suit at San Bernardino against Tar
and eight doses cured me."
the Santa Fe company for $3,000 damAlvarado Pharmacy.
age. The complaint recites that the
o
plaintiff boarded a Santa Fe train at
eighth
convention of the
annual
The
on
for
the
Anaheim
San Bernardino
Stock association met
22nd of December of last year. As she Oklahoma Live
Wicihta, Kan., February 11, and was
alighted the train started and she was in
Bession three days. Jerry Simpson
in
thrown violently to the ground.- Her made
the speech of welcome at the re
neck was wrenched and her.liver
quest
of the mayor of the city. The
and partially dislocated from its
affair was a great success from
normal pqtloa, and two of her ribs whole
finiBh. Nearly 100 new memto
start
were fractured. For these Injuries and bers were
making a memberthe mental anguish and pain resulting ship of 550, enrolled
and the wealth represented
from them she asks and believes she is is estimated at JIO.OOO.OOO. The sales
entitled to $3,000 as damages and costs of live stock, cattle, swine and horses,
of suit.
were very gratifying, and it is believed
that Wichita will rival Kansas City, St.
Chronic Diarrhoea.
place for
Mr. C. B. Wingfleld, of Fair Piay. Louis and other points as a
Mo., who suffered from chronic dysen holding large combination sales.
tery for thirty-fiv- e
years, says Cham
you wake up with a bad taste
berlaln's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea in When
your mouth you may know that you
Remedy did him more good than any need
a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach
other medicine he had ever used. For and Liver
Tablets. They will cleanse
sale by all druggists.
your stomach, Improve your appetite
o
and make you feel like a new man.
Coughs Settled on the Lungs.
are easy to take, being sugar
"My daughter had a terrible cough They
coated,
and pleasant In effect. For
which settled on her lungs." says N sale by all
druggists.
Jackson, of Danville, 111. "We tried a
great many remedies .without relief,
Dangers of Pneumonia.
until we gave her Foley's Honey and
cold at this time if neglected is lia
Tar which cured her. Refuse, substi blcA to
cause pneumonia which is so oftutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
ten fatal, and even when th3 patient
o
has recovered the lungs are weakened,
ABSORBED BY WELLS, FARGO.
making them peculiarly susceptible to
Gets Control of the Mexican National the development of consunmption. Foley's Honey and Tar will stop the
Express Company.
A dispatch from Monterey, Mexico, cough, heal and strengthen the lungs
says that the interests of the Mexican and prevent pneumonia. Alvarado
National Express company are to be Pharmacy.
o
absorbed by the Wells, Fargo Express
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
company. This will give the latter com
pany an addition of 1,100 miles of track But never follows the use of Foley's
of the Mexican National Railroad com- Honey and Tar. It stops the cough,
pany to operate over. It is understood heals and strengthens the lungs and
perfect security from an attack
that this absorption is one of the re- affords
Refuse substitutes, Alsults of the reported transfer of the of pneumonia.
controlling interest in the Mexican varado Pharmacy. o
National railroad to the Southern
William Golden, of Creston, Iowa,
arrived in Roswell on Saturday last,
and will spend some time in visiting
Lockjaw From Cobwebs.
Cobwebs put on a cut lately gave a with his uncle, H. F. Smith. Mr. Golden
woman lockjaw.
Millions know that is deeply interested in New Mexico
the best thing to put on a cut is Buck-len'- s mines, and may eventually locate here.
Arnica Salve, the infallible healer
AFTER THE OUTLAWS.
of wounds, ulcers, sores, skin eruptions, burns, scalds and piles. It cures
Posses of Organized Citizens Follow- or no pay. Only 25c at all druggists.
ing the Bandits.
Word comes from James E. John-- .
AS GUESTS Cv SANTA FE.
,
son. manager or the H. O. W. ranch,
Transcontinental Passenger Associa headquarters at Logan, N. M., that settlers and people living around that
tion to Meet at Hotel Del Coronado,
Time and place for holding the next community finally became completely
meeting of the Transcontinental asso exasperated with the condition of law
ciation have been decided. The ses lessness there, and forming a posse,
siou will be held at Hotel Del Coro started to chase the outlaws out of
nado. Coronado Beach, Cal.. April 15 the country, says the Las Vegas Optic.
Between thirty-fivand forty imssen They got onto their hiding places, and
ger agents, representing the principal word got out that the posse was formwestern railways, win be in attend ing. Tho outlaws look to their ponies
ance. The session will continue three and when the posse came upon their
or four days. The visitors will come rendezvous they found the fortified
west in a special train as guests of the
Santa Fe system and will be piloted by
George T. Nicholson, of Chicago, the
santa 'e s passenger traffic manager,
Mr. Nicholson will arrive several days
in advance of his guests. The meeting
is expected to agree on an inter
changeable mileage ticket good on any
or ir.e lines in tne western territory
The subject has lieen in aleyance more
than two years. The members of the
Transcontinental association, all of
whom are expected to be present, are:
W. J. lilack. J. Francis, J. G. Farmer,
George J. Charlton, W. B. Kniskern,
P. S. Eustis, F. A. Miller, J. Sebastian,
W. II. Firth, T. E. Fisher, C. H. Speers
S. K. Hooper, A. N. Brown, W. S. Kee
nau. L. W. Wakeley, A. H. Hanson
James Barker. H. C. Townsend. A. Hil
ton. J. J. Byrne, T. H. Goodman, M. U'
Robbing, E. P. Turner, E. L. Lomax.

With Our Girls.

'

A

-

d

Chicago Girl Relates Her Experience.

Judffinp from the letters she Is receiving from so many younp girls
Pinkh&m is Inclined to the belief that our girls are pushed altogether too near the limit of their endurance nowadays in our public schools
and seminaries.
Nothing Is allowed to interfere with studies, tho plrl must be pushed to
the front and graduated with honor; often physical collapse follows, and it
often it is never recovered.
takes years to recover tho lor.t vitality,
The dawn of womanhood is always a danger period and it is made doubly
'
bo by over exertion in study or work.

Is a synonym for quality, and comprises all grocers' shelf goods, canned,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
"Club House Brand," which is the best
line obtainable. Our service is prompt
and our customers are assured proper
treatment.

Mrs.

V All younsr frirls at thi3 iorlfl of lifo nro earnestly Invited to
write Mrs. lMnkliam for advice; sho lins guided in a motherly
wny hundreds of yonnsr women ; lier advics is freely and cheerfully given, and her address is Lynn, Mass.

i

A. J. 1V1AL0Y, 214
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Crane.'

IN THE STRAND MAGAZINE.

Story Published About a Santa Fe
"Egg Special."
The Santa Fe has "broken into" the
great English magazine. The Strand.
In a recent issue of that magazine, a
whole page is devoted to telling about
a wonderful egg shipment made by the
Santa Fe from Newton, Kan. The
story is illustrated with a half ton
cut. The Strand says that a train
made up of twelve refrigerator cars
containing about 2,000.000 eggs was recently loaded by one firm in the vlcin

KflM CO.

(Incorporated)
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Wool Hides, Pelts
We handle

,

K. C. Baking

Powder,
Navajo Blankets,'
'
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.
.
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Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
VEGAS, N. M, ANDGLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

'

TH

I ST.
8ABPLE

ELMO

AND CLDB ROOM.

Finest

Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.
MISS ANNA OEFTERINO,
President of the Young Ladles Sodality, St. Alplionsc Society, of Chicago
"Dear Mrs. Pink'ham : To bo a well woman once moro seems little
short of perfect happiness. For two years I suffered intensely with
nervousness brought on by fulling of the womb and general weakness
of the female orgaas. I had leucorrhcea which sapped my strength, and
although the doctors said an operation would be necessary I felt too
weak to think of undergoing such an ordeal. One of my classmates
who had suffered afflictions and been cured through the use of Lydla E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, advised mo to try it, and I was only
too glad to do so. I thought there was little hone for me, but was hap- Fily disappointed in finding that I soon began to feel better and stronger,
15 bottles before I was entirely well, but it was worth one hun
dred dollars a bottle to me, for it brought mo new life and perfect health.
Accept a grateful woman a thanks."
Anna Uefterino, 1244 oenunary
Place, Chicago, 111.
Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the one sure rem-ed- y

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad Aren Albnquerqoe. f

n

to be relied upon at this important period in a young girl's
lifo ; with it she can go through with courage and safety the work
sho must accomplish, and fortify her physical well being so that
ner luture me may be insured against sickness ana Buttering.
- " Dear Mrs. Pinkuam : I thought I would write and tell you what your

Automatic 'Phone No, 516. .j Residence, Automatic 'Phone 290
' Bell Telephone No. 1 1
.
5.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

Taker Lydia

$5000

13.

RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDING.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and be well.

U.

RKWA RIt. Wa hare deposited with the National City Bank of Lynn. S5000,
which will be paid to any parson who can Und that the above toatimoulal letters
are not genuine, or were published before obtaining the writer', .peclal
Lydla K. 1'inkbem Medicine Co., Lynn, MaM.

caves in which the outlaws had been
living, well fitted up for such lawless
purposes. Six hides were found with
the brands cut out, and also some
heads of cattle. At one place hides
were still burning, so recently had the
camp been deserted. No sign was seen
of the outlaws themselves, but the
Logan people think they vamoosed.

8ANTA FE PACIFIC

COMflERCIAL

medicines have done for me. I suffered with pains in my stomach nearly all
the time for one year ; had no color in my lips or face and I felt dull all the
time. 1 tried the doctor, but he did me no (rood, hi nee taking lyuia Min
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Blood Purifier I am now well.
Your medicines have done ine bo much good that 1 cannot praise them
enougn." miss Mabel Ilark, Starkey, ci.x. (April 10, 1901.

S.

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
, .. ,
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits. .
.$200,000.00

Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
Colo., Feb. 28. 1902. Sealed proposals
in triplicate will be received here until
11 a. m., March 21, 1902, tor transpor
tation of Military Supplies, Routes
Nos. 1. 2, a. 4. 5, 6, 7, and 8 and for
arayage at Denver, Colo., during the
fiscal year commencing July 1, 1902

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi- dent; Frank McKee, cashier; '
- - A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds, - , - - S. Raynolds,

Joshua

U. S. reserves right to accept or reject
any or all proposes. Information fur
Envelopes con
nished on applica-ionOPERATING NEAR HERE.
J. Minium came in today from taining proposals should be marked
Kroenig's lakes bringing the report "Proposals for Transportation on
," addressed J. V. Pope,
that seven masked men were seen in Route Q.No.
that vicinity one day the first of this Chief M.
week. One freighter who left Las
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
MISS IDA McCUNE.
Vegas, was held up and relieved of 8.
of voice and piano. Studio
The gang parted, three going by Ixs at Teacher
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
Library building. Parties desiring
Alamos, and the rest by Kroenig's
'
arrange for instructions please call
lakes-- . Of the ones seen by Mr. Minium to
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
North
Street
Firt
2 p. m. to 4:30 p. ra., Tuesdays 501
from
grey
wore
horseB
rode
three
and
hats, and Thursdays.
the other rode a dark horse and wore
(Homestead Entry No. 6795.)
a cap. The men were masked from
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
Notice for Publication.
the nose down and in taking a passing Is again In her studio, 113 North Third
Department
of the Interior, Land Ofglance at them it was impossible to
fice
Fe, N. M., February 6, '
street.
who
in
at
wish
fine
Santa
work
Parties
see whether they were natives or Am1902.
and
should
photography,
artistic
call
ericans. The gang is supposed to be
Notice is hereby given that the folthe same or a part of the same which leave their orders for the new carbon
lowing named settler has filed notice
has been operating in the lower coun photo, the latest In photographic are
try. and it is high time to keep on tne
o
of hla intention to make final proof in
lookout for them, even in Las egas.
support of his claim, and that said
OOOO0OOOOOOOOOOOOO
O
proof will be made before the register
SEE THE LATEST NOVEL- - 0
O TIES WE ARE SHOVVlNO IN 0
or receiver at Santa Fe, New Mex-- ,
NO
TWO 0
O LADIES' bELTS;
Ico, on March 15, 1902, viz: Dlonicio
O ALIKE IN OUR ASSORTMENT. 0
Romero, for the NEl,4 of Bee. 35, T. 9
'
&
CO.
D. IL ELD
O
0

JY IT.

.

PALMER.

Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

N., R. 6 E., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Juan Lovato, John- - R. Humphrey,
Miramon Lucero, Jose Archlbeque, all
of Escobosa, N. M.
MAN UEL R. OTERO. Register.

O000000000o 000000000

Metropolitan Restaurant
First door north of Metropolitan saMeals 15 and 25 centa. Short
loon.
orders all hours.
ROBERT CORDOVA, Proprietor.

Imparts that peculiar lightness, sweetness,
and flavor noticed in the finest cake, short
cake, biscuit, rolls, crusts, etc., which expert pastry cooks declare is unobtainable
by the use of any other leavening agent.

Pure, healthful, highest in strength
,

ROYAL BAKING FOVOER

8

W. Railroad Ave

GROSS,

BAKING SWECV

C. S.

'

The case of Miss Anna Oefterinf, whose portrait we publish herewith, is
fair example of over estimation of physical endurance. Rend her experience,
and how she was cured by JLydla 13. lMiikliuin's Vegetable Compound.

Refuse-substitute-

con-tuse-

"

,

.

,

CO., I'M WILLIAM CT. NCW VORK

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITV. LEON
li. STERN.

T.Pfti.J.

k

i W. L. TRIMBLE

i

FOH bALE.
A ranch of 240 acres, well improved,
two windmills and tanks, and fine irrigating ditch run through place. Terms
easy. Address this office, or poatofflce

city.
We still have some big bargains in
winter underwear, suits, overcoats,
gloves and hosiery. Call and be shown.
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.

box 177,

ONE DOLLAR CORSETS. .50 CENTS
FIFTY CENT CORSETS... 25 CENTS
ROSEN VvALD BROS.
o
Outing flannel, o cents per yard.
Leon D. Stera.

J. A. SKINNER
.

Dot Jer

la

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stables
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
Address "W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Albuquerque, N. M.
.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Association
Office at J. J. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard

CO.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE,
A.BUQUERQUE, N. M.

A. E.

&:

MELINI

WHOLESALE

MAKIN
LIQUORS,

CIG

,4
'

We handle everything In our line

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & WiWa
LoulfTille, Kentucky
111 fa. First St. Albuquerque, N.

J
'JL

,
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TODAY'S CITIZEN.
V

L00KIN3

IF YOU ARE
FOR A SNAP

A

VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER

J

Everything on this counter It marked, down to actual cost.
We are ..Iso eelling a fine Imported,

$12.50

A. B. McGAFFEY & Co.
CXXXDOOCXXXX)COCOCXXX

The Union
Market
'
207

8

IS IT

Telephone Service

West Gold Avenue.

8

YOU WANT?

I

' QUICK AND RELIABLEI

g
g

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
v

-

mND TELEGRAPH

W

iv.

CO.

COCOCOCOOOOOCOOOCXXXXXXXXXJ
-

v.

.

JOE RICHARDS,
xv

i

CIGARS

WM. GOETTING & CO, Proprietors.

H3j4 West Railroad Avenue.

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

L H. SHOEMAKER,
'

CONSUriPTION

to Send to Your Eastern

the most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, a3 well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
king of all cough Area." Cures coughs
and colds in a day 25 cents. Your
money back if dissatisfied. Write for
free sample.
V. H. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

153 pounds, wore black clothes and
gray cap; has brown skin.

p

China Dinner Set
OR

Isse

Friends.
Tho Citizen today la a model Issue,
nr.t!, like tho previous Saturday editions, is a good copy to send to your
eactcrn relatives and friends.
On the first pace there appears a
fine half tore of the most commodious
business block In the southwest the
N. T. Armijo building. It Is located on
the corner o: Railroad avenue and Second street, jnd every room is occupied.
On page 6 there appears a most
ting write-uof the Normal
School cf New Mexico, at Silver City,
and The Citizen is Indebted to its popular president. Prof. C. M. Light, for
tho article. This institution Is cne of
the best cf Ito kind in the territory,
and is located in one of the proepcrdus
tevvna of southern New Mexico.

DISHES
r

Fire

An Egg Story.
Mrs. A. F. Benedict was greatly surprised when she gathered the eggs
last night to find one of great size.
Around tho smallest diameter it measured six Inches and around the largest
eight inches. If that hennery can raise
w... soon
The Prosbyt-ria- n
Mission school, lo- that kind of eggs, its ownerbusiness.
monopoly
of
a
the
have
j
th-In
mesa
cated on the
northeast section of this city, is covered In fine style Optic.
in an article prepared by J, C. Ross,
TONIGHT.
TONIGHT.
who is in charge of this Institution.
The ai title appears on page 7.
DR. JOHN H. BARROWS, PRESIThe Citizen had alco arranged to DENT OBERLIN COLLEGE, IN HIS
,
write-uppublish this Saturday a
with FAMOUS LECTURE, "WORLD S PIL.
appropriate cuts, of tho government GRIMAGES. WITH EXPERIENCES,
Indian school situated near this city, SERIOUS AND NOT SO SERIOUS."
but received word from Superintend- AT CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
ent Collins that he was unabla to take TONIGHT. GENERAL ADMISSION,
the time to prepare the article as re- 50 CENTS; STUDENT'S TICKETS,
quested. The Citizen hopes in the near 25 CENTS. DON'T MISS THIS RARE
of this large OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR ONE OF
future to print a write-uand extensive government educational THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS ORinstitution.
ATORS.
SHEEPMEN ORGANIZED.
Sealed Bids.
.Scaled blda will be received by the
They Held Meeting at Magdalena and undersigned,
until 8 o'clock p. m., MonElected Officers.
Hon. Solomon Luna and Hon. Frank day, March 3, 1W2, for the construction of cement sidewalks on the east
A. Hubbell returned from Magdalena
of South Broadway, abutting lots
this mornine, where they were to at- side
in block B of the Highland
tend a meeting of the sheepmen of that fi and 9 south.
About fifty of the larger addition
d'strict.
C. W. MEDLER.
shff p owners of Socorro county were
City Clerk.
present rnd the organization was como
pleted. Mr. Luna was elected presiNotice Change of Subject,
dent and Mr. Hubbell was elected sec'ihe subject of Dr. Barrow's l?cture
retary and treasurer. The secretary of Saturday
night, March t, will be
the Interior has granted the members "World's Pilgrimage With Experiences
of thin organization permission to pas- Serious and Not Serious." To hear this
ture their ilocks in such portions of the famous man Is a rare opportunity. At
Gila forest reserve as are situated in Congregational church.
Tickets 50
the territory of New Mexico during the cents at H. E. Fox's and O. A. Mat-son'period of time between April 1 and
September 1. The permission Is only
granted for the year 1902, but it is
A Warm Welcome
the general Impression that the same To all comtrB- - tonight at the Zelger
perirlisson will be granted each year, Cafe. A hot free lunch and the choicproviding no destruction of timber Is est liquors will be served.
evident. The organizing and election
For a Hot ire on a Cold Day
of officers was made necessary, because heretoforethe government had Hal.n's ''Gallup Mine" lump coal beats
had no one to hold responsible for the them all; $5.00 pero ton.
destruction of timber by fires started
For a nice turkey or chicken, or
bv herders aud had consequently pro- choice
steak, call at the Union market,
for-ctt
grazing
of
sheep
hibited the
in the
207 West Gold avenue.

1902

1,

Exceptional
Opportunity
THE LAST FEW WEEKS' SALE HAVING PROVED

SO glA
CESSFUL WE HAVE DECIDED TO PROLONG SAME FOR ANOTH
ER TEN DAYS, -- W ORDER TO GIVE ALL AN OPPORTUNITY TO
AVAIL THEMSELVES OF THE MANY EXCEPTIONAL
VALUES'
WE ARE OFFERING.
WE HAVE BEEN ADDING INNUMERABLE
ARTICLES FROM
DAY TO DAY TO THOSE ALREADY ON OUR BARGAIN TABLES,
AND BELIEVE THAT SELDOM, IF EVER, HAS THE SHOPPING
PUBLIC BEEN ABLE TO AVAIL ITSELF OF SUCH AN OFFER.
PROMINENT AMONG THESE ARE TWO
THE EQUAL OF WHICH WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO DUPLICATE.
THE FIRST LOT CONSJSTS OF EIGHTY-FIVCORSETS THAT
NEVER SELL FOR LESS THAN FIFTY CEN'iu. OF THESE DISTINCT STYLES, IN THREE SIZES. '

SALE PRICE

25C

p

LOT TWO IS A LARGER AND BETTER SELECTED ASSORTMENT, CONSISTING OF TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVCOR
SETS IN TWENTY DIFFERENT STYLES. THEIR SELLING PRICE
IS 75 CENTS, 85 CENTS AND $1.00.
E

SALE PRICE.

5JC
'

COME EARLY SO THAT YOU WILL HAVE A GOOD SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM.
:
rZ fffflTJTig '

ROSENWALD BROS.
0. W.

STRONG & SONS,

West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
New & Second Hand Furniture
reserve.
Stoves and Household Goods.
Mr. I una also states that oh ThursSuperintendent Fair-view- ,
Owing to tlte late train the lecture
Santa Barbara and ' 'B'r&i
lie airing a Specialty.
day niht the Magdalena country was by Dr. Barrows at Congregational
b'essed with a four inch snow, which
Brith" Cemeteries.
will begin at 8:30 instead of
Furniture stored and parked for w'll give the grass an early start and 8church
o'clock
previously
as
announced.
Local
shipment.
Highest pricey paid for promises a good summer pasture.
Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad,
o
second-hanhousehold goods.
You are Invited to come and bring
DISTRICT COURT.
your friends to enjoy our hot free
Both 'Phones in Our Office.
201-2North Second Street.
White Elephant,
GENTLEMEN!
Kennedy Cae Several Important lunch tonight, at the
The
o
over
two
of
Our selection
thousand
Suits Filed.
Simon Stern, th3 Railroad avenue
spring samples, comprising all the
In the suit of Marion E. Kennedy ,as clothier, for the biggest line of ready
goods
fashionable
for gentlemen's executrix of the estate of ,the late
made men's and boys' clothing In the CpXOOCXX)COCO
' suitings, fancy vestings, overcoats Charles W. Kennedy, Judge Baker this southwest.
Spring styles arriving.
and fulldresa suits, are ready for morning appointed A. .1. Mitchell guarA MAN THAT LIKES TO RUN
t
your Inspection. Our tailoring and dian ad litem for Mebel Kennedy, a
Gentlemen: Order your spring suit
styles are unexcelled and tho prices minor heir. This action was. taken In
the Nettleton Tailoring agency,
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency, order that property belonging to the from
2,100 spring samples to select from.
a first class market will always keep
215 South Second street.
estate may be sold and her Interests
o
8S
his meats high grade and of the very
protected. The property lies north of
Deming has just been incorporated.
best that can be secured. There is a
city and is that purchased from N.
the
Coney Island;
T. Armijo by r'reu W, Meyers and
great deal in knowing how to choose
CLASSIFIED ADS.
John Gibson.
No. 118 Railroad Avenue
good meats, and we are expert judges
Frank W. Smith today commenced
In that line, as our patrons can always
an action to revive a judgment for
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
Note
All classified advertisements
by the delicious flavor and prime
$2,218.48
against
tell
Santiago
Baca,
which or rather "liners," one cent a word for
SHORT ORDERS
;
vf
received on March 6, 1895. ,,
quality of the meats we send out When
each insertion. Minimum charge for
Best restaurant In the city. Opens heThos.
WLkerson has brought suit any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
you want a juicy reast or a chop or
at 5:30 a. m., closes in the evening at to collectN. three
Judgments he holds. In order to Insure proper classification
10:30 p. m. Everything new and first The Judgments
steak that will make your mouth water
were secured by, John
"liners" should be left at this ofciass aiia an oruers promptly nneci.
try FARR.
W. Schofield, a3 receiver for the Albu- all
3
p.
fice not later than o'clock
m.
querque
hank,
National
and
been
have
BUSINESS LOCALS.
assigned to Mr. Wilkerson. One against
OOOOOOOCOOOOCXDOOOOCJOOOOOOCCOOOOOOOOCOO
FOR RENT.
O. Secor is for
one against
Economize by trading at The Econo F.V. W.
FOR
room
REinT
Five
house
and
Heyn is for $7(i8.79 and one
mist.
bath, 202 North Edith. Mann Sadagainst N. F. Irish is for $t'.84.80. '
Deming has increased 50 per cent, in
dlery company.
Mellni & Eakin have commenced an
population In four years.
action against Harry Rlbawa to collect FOR RENT 3 rooms furnished for
housekeeping; also houses unfurCopper, tin and galvanized iron 44. claimed to be due for goods
nished. W. H. McMillion, 211 West
work. Whitney company.
Gold avenue.
Judge Baker this morning granted
Deming water and pure ozone make
RENT Three rooms, furnished
Ma
Winchester a divorce
strong and healthy people.
from FOR
complete for housekeeping. Enquire
Stephen Winchester, aud Lulu NichIt will pay you to see Hall & Learn-ar- olas
at 113 East Lead avenue.
one from George Nicholas. '
before purchasing a piano.
FOR RENT Five furnished rooms, all
Lap robes from 33c up at Albert
modern improvements. Hot and cold
BIG LUMBER COMPANY.
water. Will let singly or en suite.
Faber's, 30a Railroad avenue.
524 North Second street.
No tuberculosis preservaMne or col- Composed of Michigan Capitalists and
FOR RENT Residence of four rooms,
Will Do Business Here.
oring in Matthews' Jersey mi Ik.
and cellar with good outhouses. ApThe American Lumber company,
Kleinwort's Is the place to get your which
118 Qold Avenue.
ply to J. W. McQuade.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
secured the spleudid pine
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice timber has
around Mitchell, has renewed FOR RENT Store room on South Sec,
meat.
its assurances that its large saw mills
ond street, a block north of Glorieta
Misses' and children's dresses Just vvill be erected in this city. While II.
hall; four room house in rear; also
receivea. nice, 75c to $5. Leon 11 H. Fergusson was east recently, he
another house for rent; land and lots
Stern.
talked with a number of directors of
WE WILL PUBLISH
for sale. Thomas A. Gurule, Barelas
Buy lots and build in Deming. Your the company about it. and they asked
road,
1624.
more
for
data about the city and Its
it to the world that our Gallup coal
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
surroundings. This was sent to them
the investment
be surpassed. The proof of fuel
can't
FOR
SALE.
and
in
reply
Mr.
Fergusson received a
Deming is a great health resort
is
in
burning. Wrhen you "see our
the
cordial
I).
letter from
W. C. Merriam. FOR SALE Either one or a pair of
has no superior in climate for the cure of Chicago,
coal make the fiery trip to the ashes,
one of the directors, iu
horses, reliable and sound; cheap.
of pulmonary troubles.
which he says the company will manuRyan's transfer.
you'll know that it's wholly composed
Look Into Kleinwort's market on facture its lumber here provided
tho FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
of combustible material. There's nothNorth Third street. He has the nicest right kind of encouragement is given
of bran new brevier and small pica;
ing in it that won't burn. You'll refresh meats in the city.
it is understood the compuny wants a
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
Why buy high priced lots when you free location. Mr. Merriam will come
member
with smiles every offer sent to
a country newspaper outfit furnishtc select
can get them cheap in Deming now, With the executive committ-'our office; for $5 a ton.
ed.
Inquire
or
address
Citizen.
The
a location in New Mexico and it is ex
with certain advance assured?
pected they will arrive In troin thirty FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
Parcels delivered to any part of the to
of old papers, good for wrapping
sixty days. The company is coin
city for 10 cents by the Albuquerque posed
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citiof Michigan capitalists and is a
Parcel Delivery.
Automatic 'Phone big concern.
zen, Albuquerque, N. M.
205

11

-

ASK YOUR DOCTOR IP ANYONE
WILL. PREPARE YOUR PRESCRIP'
TIONS
WITH
MORE FIDELITY
AND CONSCIENTIOUS CARE THA.i

Restaurant

;

mm

George B. Williams,

Prescription Druggist,
117 West Railroad Avenue.
. Twenty Years' Experience.

0

Brockmeier & Cox,

d

A. D. JOHNSON,

GENERAL CONTRACTOR.
HOUSE MOVING. PUMPS, TANKS
A

XTTk

UTI KT

flir r r

rr- - sit

A GOOD SUPPLY ON HAND.
PUMP RODS,' TUDLER WELL
PLIES AND WELL MAKING.
AL FENCING. STEEL POSTS
TREE GUARDS.

rr r

i

ASH
SUP
MET
AND

A. D. JOHNSON
Lead Avenue Between First and Sec
ond Street. ,
Automatic- - 'Phone 508.

occooccccoooo8
GOLD AVE. BARGAIN STORE

PLUMBERS.

4

HAHN,

202.

I
New and Second Hand

Household
Goods

Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's- own preparations of coniidcxlon
cream "builds up the skin and improves
the complexion,, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
Ufa to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial.
TONIGHT Dr. John H. Barrows,
president of Oberlin college, at Congregational church.
Musicl

Parties wishing music for balls or
private houses, vocal and instrumental,
should leave orders at 208 West Lead
avenue. All music of the very latest.
Mrs. S. C. Berry.

BORRADAILE & CO.
, 117

Deming!

West Gold Avenue
Have you been there?

If

We are sole agents for Wheeler

sot, you should get there for the big Whson sewing machiues. Albert

sal of lota on the 17th of this month.

805

Railroad avenue.

&

Fa-be- r,

Bell phone 4a
Automatic phone 416.

FOR SALE On or before March 1
entire household goods of 317 West
Silver avenue. Call at premises. T.

RODEY TO FERGUSSON.

The Former' Says the Latter Is Wrong
J. Williams.
on Statehood.
A few days ago Hon. H. B. Fergus-soFOR SALE 200 acres land scrip; im
was interviewed, and, in reference
mediate delivery. For Bale by MeU
to statehood, he stated that the powercalf &
ful eastern influence, who feared the FOR SALP -- Old papers, 25 cents per
west, would undoubtedly prevent statehundred, at the Citizen office.
hood.
FOR SALE Well cured alfalfa, $11
The interview was read by Delegate
per ton. Delivered In Albuquerque.
B. S. Jtoiley. who. In a letter to Mr.
Inquire of Jesus Romero, Old AlbuFergusson. writes as follows on the imquerque, ji. M.
portant subject:
"I wish you would get out another
WANTED.
Interview in the papers at Albuquerque
and say that you don't know what you WANTED
Experienced salesladies,
are talking about on the statehood
with good references, for dry goods
I tell you. sentiment on
question.
store. B lifeld & Co.
statehood is fast coining our way."
Drove Coal Pick Into Companion's
MISCELLANEOUS.
,
TO
HXCHAXflH
1. i
Brain.
Perfecto Armijo and Bros.' addition'
A special from Baton, under date of
ior a small lirick bouse. Call or ad-- '
February 27. says:
dress No. 322. corner Carroll avenue
At 3 o'clock this afternoon Rufe Lee,
and North Arno street.
colored, struck a coal pick into another negro's brain at Gardiner coal SI u VE5 Repaired. 117 Gold avenue.
Borradaile & Co.
camp. The wounded man is not dead,
but is expected to d!e. Lee escaped TO LOAN Money on household goods
and chattels of every description.
and has not been heard of. He is 22
years old, 5 feet 8 inches high, weighs
A. H. Yanow, $09 South Second sL
n

ss.

Thi

iEi Jb

post

CO.

HARDWARE
WIRE POULTRY NETTING,
BLACK AND GREEN SCREEN WIRE CLOTH.

SHEEP SHEARS.
The B B A and No. 200. We import our Shears direct from England, and meet Eastern prices. WRITE
FOR PRICES.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1902
pot which

PLACES OF WORSHIP.

OUNCE OF CAST IRON ABOUT THE

NOT-A- N

6treet.

First Baptist church, corner Broadwad and Lead avenue The first service of the new pastorate will be held
Except In the Fire Box.
tomorrow. ' The morning theme Is
"What Is in Thy Hand;" evening sub
the Man." Fastor, Her
Steel and malleable iron used In the ject. "Behold
Powell, residence 211 South
man
J.
construction of there ranges. We also High 6trert.
have a complete line of
Service at the Presbyterian church.
corner Silver avenue and Fifth street,
T. C. Beattle, pastor, at 11 a. m. and
7:30 p. m.; Sunday school at 9:45 a.

Great Majestic Range

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

"Art Garland"

-

m.: Y. P. S. C. E.,

at 6:45

p. m.

All

cordially invited.
Conerecational church. W. J. Marsh,
They have no peer or rival in the nastor Sunday school 9:45 a. m, fol
preacnlng at 11; Junior En
base burner world in the point of ele- lowed by2:30
p. m.; i . f. s. u. k.. at
deavor.
gance and high finish.
6:30; Bong service and sermon, 7:30;
subject of evening sermon. "Law Enforcement In Albuquerque." Communion and reception of members in connection with morning service. All are

Albuquerque Hardware Company,
120 Gold Avenue.

welcome.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
--

-

Manufacturer

of-

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turning and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
aw

.

,

;

-

."

"
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DECORATIVE

obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
es, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only In Jewelry of
the finest make.
,

1

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch inspector A., T.
and S. F. P- - Railroads.

& S. F.

er, George Hannum, left for her home
at Denver, Colo., this morning.
Col. J. Francisco Chaves, the territorial school superintendent, came in
from the north last night and is
around today among his many friends
of this city.
Mrs. A. Ashley, who has been visiting with her sister. Mrs. H. J. Elliott,
at Madrid, and spent several days in
Albuquernne. left for her home at Los
Angeles this mornliy?.
J. S. Reynolds, president of the First
National bank, who was here yesterday on his return from a business trip
to El Paso, continued on north to Las
Vegaa this morning.
M. S. Derrill
returned yesterday
from a two weeks' visit In Mexico, and
left tnia morning for Chicago, where
he will buy a carload of cattle and
horses for the Mexico market.

Uncle Josh Coming.
Like apple blossoms fall in the
spring after a shower of rain when the
wind blows through an orchard, so do
tears fall from the eyes of spectators
during a production of "Uncle Josh
Spruceby," and Just as sun follows the
rain so does laughter succeed the tears
in the rendering of the drama.
It is not an affected jstory. It Is the
true tale of the lives of a few simple
but honest people, the principal Incidents of their lives tied together with
pure and at same time beautiful lanHighland Methodist church, soutn guage. It is Just a stage poem, filled
Arno street. M. Hodgson, pastor bun- - with all of those things which make
laughter and tears commingle and in a
aprrac:h.?gWatn
manner truly dramatic.
Will appear at the Colombo hall on
and 7:30 p. m. Being the nrst bunoay
in the month candidates for member- March 6.
ship will be received and the sacraDR. BARROWS
ment of the Lord's supper will be
will lecat the morning hour. A cordial President of Oberlin collegechurch
tothe Congregational
ture
welcome to all.
Lead Avenue Methodist church, cor- night He la one of the finest lecturers
ner Lead avenue and Third street. Rev. in the country.
o
C. A. Bunker, pastor morning serviAt the Highland Buffet tonight A. J.
ces; subject. "The Enforcement of the Robinson
will serve to his patrons a
Sabbath Laws." In the evening Captain hot free lunch, the best wines and
asArmy
will
Davis of .the Salvation
of all kinds on the side. An insist the pastor speaking and singing. liquors
is extended to ail local and
vitation
Sunday school at 9:45; Epworth visiting brethren.
League at 6:30. All cordially wel- corned;
Go to the Union market for good
meat. Dressed and live poultry, fresh
and eggs. 207 West Gold
Henry L. Able, engineer on the San vegetables
avenue.
ta Fe Pacific, and Miss Henna Mae
Thomas were married on Thursday ev
The Zelger Cafe chef knows how to
ening last by Rev. R. Renison. The prepare a lunch to please the most exwedding was a quiet and pleasant af- acting and the one he has ready for
fair, only the immediate friends of the tonight will be Just right.
o
couple being present. Mr. Able is a
A fine lot of poultry Just received at
popular young man. and nas a large
circle of friends in th'.s city. The bride the Union market, 207 West Gold avewas oorn and raised here. The young nue.
o
couple will reside in this city, and will
Deming has an abundance of water
be at home to their menus ai iu
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
Sotuh Second street.

Grant

lUiimA

BtjxDiNa

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

I
SPRING'S ARRIVAL
Means "dressing up" the house
means a new carpet here and

there, fresh, bright Matting and
lugs in other rooms. Our salesrooms are a setting for a beautiful bouquet of Carpet Patterns,
a worthy welcome to the spring
of 1902. Our carpets are all high
grade and of superior quality
and are selected to please the
most artistic tastes.

Plumbing and Heating.

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

d

,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Carrlr
th Large!
and floet Extcnslva
Slock of

Flour, Grain
and Provisions.

StapIeOrcceries

pcUlty.

Car lots a

found

iouthat.

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAGONS.

Able-Thoma-

PELTIER BROS.

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Plows, Mowers, Rakes

gardens.'
FULL LINE OF FARM IMPLEMENTS
BAIN WAGONS
everybody
Free lunch tonight, and
FISH BROS.' WAGONS
will be at the White Elephant tonight
to partake of the spread.
OLD HICKORY WAGONS
rt
ALL KINDS SPRING WAGONS
Orders taken for every known make
Albuquerque, N- - M.
BUGGIES AND ROAD WAGONS
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
SADDLES AND
HARNESS,
company.
Hardware
0
Agricultural lands in Deming are un
HELLO I
surpassed for fertility, production 01
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
fruits and vegetables or an Kinas.
Is that the Clarkvllle coal yards?
&
of
Hall
firm
of
the
Hall,
Thos.
you.
snap
yesterday
Thank
That cold
Don't overlook it if you
Learnard, was a passenger south last areDeming!
looking for a sale and paying in
makes me sure our coal will go fast night.
vestment.
now, and I want you to" send me a ton
One lonely drunk appeared In police
of that medium lump coal you adver court this morning, pleaded guilty to
Ruppe's drug store open all night.
5,000 References as to Quality of Work.
tise in the papers you are selling for the charge and was given the usual every night.
$5 a ton. You send it nice and clean, Ave days.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
E. D. Sammis, formerly a resident
.
The
won't you? All right.
com
of this city, now traveling for a De- all kinds. Albuquerque Harware
pany.
In
house,
Is
the
wholesale
troit, Mich.,
o
Repair House.
city today.
Southwestern
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
charge
of
the
who
has
Bibo,
Ben
PROPRIETOR CLARKVILLE YARDS
clothier, for suits to order.
Simon Bibo Mercantile company at
Automatic 'Phone No. 2C6
Grants, out west, came in this morning
MEN'S
TWENTY-FIVDOZEN
Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.
Bell Telephone No. 4
on business.
GLOVES. TAKE YOUR CHOICE FOR
Official Watch Repairers A. T.
o
Mrs. H. J. E.liott. who has been vis 45 CENTS. ROSENWALD BROS.
JN OC Or"""NT , & S. F. Railroads, Albuquerque.
1902 iting with Mrs. W. H. Hahn the past
1882
.
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
few days, returned to her home at Mad.
clothier, for Knox hats. New spring
rid this morning.
styles on sale now.
T o nftawnnnn
,
v . ' urn' UDuj n cmAll firp
ui 11
o
belong
in the First ward. A coal shed
100 West Gold aveoffice
CrosBon,
Dr
Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand ing
to Mr. Raymer was burned, causing nue.
Goods.
in
Dealers
Canned
a loss of about $15
Native and Chicago Lumber.
o
county
deputy
Knight,
S.
H.
ranging
carpets,
lengths
01
Short
and
Fancy Groceries
Staple
is now at the office of F. H. Kent from one to twenty yards, at half cost.
Building Paper ALWAYS IN
214 South Second street.
'on Third street where he will receive Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue. Sherwin-WilliaCovers More! Looks Best Wears Long- BASIL DOOR8, BLINDS, PLASTKB
returns for 1902
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on assessment
Full Measure L1MK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PALNT, KtS
Deming will be the great smelter est ' Most Economical
C. Warrlner. of St. Louis, is in the
earth
citv. sunervlsins: the construction of center. Two largo plants will be ln- First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Free delivery. the Lemp Brewing company's beer de-- stalled within the year.
Orders solicited.
Elks Meeting.
The Elks of this city will hold a special meeting over Zeiger's Cafe this
evening to begin the work of securing
funds to build a new opera house and
lodge hall. The Elks are enthusiastic
over the Idea of such a building, and it
is almost certain that they will be successful in the laudable undertaking.

Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
206 West Gold Avenue,

A trmetlne of the Ministerial union
is called for Monday afternoon at 1:30
at study of Congregational church. AH
pastorB of the city are urgea 10 oe
present. W. J. Marsh, president.
St. John s Episcopal cnurcn ounuay
school. 10 a. m.; 11a. m., morning pray er noiy communion ana serinuu. uu7:iu
Jeet. "Christ, the Philanthropist;
p. m.. evening prayer and sermon, sub
ine mu
ject, "Sabbath Desecration.
sic both at morning ana evening win
be special. The beautiful solo, "Come
Jesus Redeemer." will be sung in the
morning, and "King of Eternity in me
evening. All welcome.

cele-brate-

Is a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are

1

5

j

EFFECT

J

bult on North First

iClrs. C. E. Strong, who was called to
Albuquerque by the death of her broth-

DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNERS

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

Is being

J. KORBER & CO, A,buqwqM.co.
Watch

1

Good-bye-

J. S. BEAVEN

SHULT5' ALFALFARINE
For Thin People.
A flesh producer that produces flesh.
Health restorer that restores health.
A tissue builder that builds tissue.
And a tonic for everybody.
Sent postpaid for $1 a bottle, or six
bottles for $3. Write for circulars and
testimonials.
THE ALFALFA COMPANY,
Wichita, Kansas.
DR.

VAN

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Vi

A

11

I

1

1

11

1

Vl
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BALDRIDGE

J. C.

- -

Paint
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1

1
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THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST
AGENTS FOR
McCALL'S BAZAAR
PATTERNS.
ALL PATTERNS
10 AND 15 CENTS
NONE HIGHER.

TH

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
AND FILLED
DAY THAT

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

No Shoes,

No Clothing,

No Drugs, No Groceries,

No Chinaware,

THE SAME
THEY ARE

RECEIVED.

But Everything in Dry Goods

SPECIAL SALE LADIES' RIUSLIN UNDERWEAR
EVERY GARMENT BRAND NEW AND MADE PRECISELY IN THE MODE THAT WILL PREVAIL THIS YEAR. BETTER GOODS AND LOWER PItiCES
SALES.
"
ED AT INVENTORY. CLEARING AND
GOWNS, SKIRTS, CHEMISES. DRAYvERS,
AND CORSET COVERS; ALfcO CHILDREN'S MUSLIN WEAR.

iiAN

THOSE OFFER-

SKIHT-CHEMISE-

LOT 4.

LOT 2.

Extra special 49 cent Corset Covers,
Skirts. Chemise?, Short Skirts, Gowns
and Marguerites; beautifully trimmed,
embroidery insertions. reveres and high
neck; all sizes and styles, full length
and width. You always did and will
aj?aln ray 5c to others; choice for
49 cents.

LOT

1.

Combination sale of Ladies' Gowns.
and
Shirt Waists. Chemise. Drawers
Corset Covers; all sizes and styles,
some plain tucked, others hemstitched
and others embroidery trimmed, only
25 cents,

V"

si

k. r

ft

LOT 3 AT 75 CENTS.
Lace and embroidered Gowns, embroidered Chemises. Drawers, Marguerites, Corset Covers, long and short
skirts; all nkely trimmed with laces
aud embroidery. These you will never
duplicate at lae lowneia of our price,
only 75 cents.

very special lot. You will certainly
appreciate at sight this line of Umbrel-1Skills, with deep embroidery and
cambric dust ruffles Gowns lu an endless variety, both Ions and short
sleeves. 'Skirts, both short and long
styles. Drawers and Corset Covers
most beautifully tucked and trimmed
with lace and embroidery. Special,
98 cents.
A

1

LOT NO. 5, AT $1.25.
Gowns! Decolete, Neglige, Empire,
V, high, round and bishop effects; Umbrella, ribbon and lace trimmed Drawers, Umbrela Skirts and Endless varie.
ty of Marguerite Chemises and Corset
Covers, most beautifully trimmed.
These are matchless in price, for quality and workmanship.

LOT 6.
maRuificent assortment to
select from, Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
and Corset Covers, laces, ribbons and
embroidery artistically applied, new,
effectively executed. Each garment is
made most beautifully.
A most

LOT 7, AT $1.98.

Consists of copies from the French.
LOT 8, AT $2.50.

Consists of the Latest French Novelties in dainty Lingerie, made of
Lawn, Nainsook, Mull, Cambric and
each garment perfect in sewing, width
and length.

75 cents.
haVe double width Chemises and Drawers at 49 cents upward. Extra wide Gowns at
We have not forgotten the extra stout people or children. We
from, ac. per garment, 10 cents and upwards.
choose
to
variety
large
we have a
Draw era Waists, Chemises, and uowns.
Extra wide short Gowns at 75 cents upward for stouts, and in children's
r
THF ECONOMIST
.
r.
THE ECONOMIST
THE ECONOMIST
THE ECONOMIST

g,.B--

THE ECONOMIST

I

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1902
lie saw a great many American cattle-

RELAY STATION.
men, from Texas, going ih there, and
country
locating. The
is very much
like eastern New Mexico. He saw as
fine alfalfa there as he ever saw in his Important
LOCATED AT SILVER CITY.
life, m expects to sell his 4,000 head
of cattle on his Texas ranch, take a lot
Station at La Junta.
of good saddle horses, go to Mexico,
On our trip to Silver City recently sub.organizatlons, such as base ball, locate a ranch and buy
native cattle
we made a Tery pleasant visit to the basket ball and tennis clubs, are sub- with
which to stock it.
THE TELEGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT.
Normal school. Arte breakfasting we ject to the general rul?s of the associaclimbed the Normal hill and found the tion. Two tennis courts and basket
You will never wish to take another
president, Prof. C. M. Light. In h!s of- ball grounds are located near the dose of pills If you once take ChamInstead of having two relay stations
fice and were pleasantly entertained school. For match games of ball and berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
by him, shown about the building, and for field days they have the use of the They are easier to take and more for its Chicago-Lo- s
Angeles telegraph
beheld the various classes at their city Athletic park grounds, which Is pleasant In effect. They cleanse the system, as at present, the Santa Fe will
work. The time for the general exer- fenced and has a good grand stand. stomnch and regulate the liver, and take away the stations now located at
Topeka and Las Vegas, and establish
cises for the school having arrived we From this it may be rightfully Inferred bowels. For sale by all druggists,
o
quadruplex
we were Invited Into the assembly hall that the management of me school enan important
Surgeon's Knife Not Needed.
relay station at La Junta, says the Towhere we listened to a Washington courages outdoor sports and games.
Surgery is no longer necessary to peka State Journal. Quadruplex mesbirthday exerclpe of very unique charThe basket ball girls played six
De Witt's Witch Hazel sages will then be sent from Chicago
ter. It seemed that the freshman class gBmes with other g!ris during; the Sea- cure piles.
had planned a surprise for the faculty son. From the games that were held Salve cures such cases at once, remov- to the Pacific coa?t with only one reand the rest of the students. Someone In Silver City $G6 was cleared; $30 of ing the necessity for dangerous, pain- lay.
relay station will be selectwas selected to Impersonate each mem- this sum was expended in fitting the ful and expensive operations. For
cuts, burns, wounds, brui3es, edAnother
to handle the Gulf line telegraph
ber of the faculty. These assembled room above the office as a parlor and a scalds,
sores and skin diseases it is une- business.
'
early, and when the faculty appeared dressing room for the girls. On Feb- qualled.
Uewaro of counterfeits. J. II.
probable that an assistant supon the scene they found their chairs ruary 10 the football team gave an enis
It
already occupied. Miss Minerva Taft tertainment mus.cal and literary at O'Riclly & Co.; D. H. Briggs & Co.
erintendent of telegraph will be locatoccupied the president's chair and ad- which they cleared $50. This mone
ed at La Junta and another on the Gulf
FE.
SANTA
foot-bnmirably represented Prof. Light, es- will be used In the purchase of
lines. There Is even a rumor that the
uniforms.
pecially In her lecture and announceoffice of the newly appointed superFrom the New Mexican.
Arnold MANUAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT.
ment to the stndent body
Hon. Arthur Seiignian Is making ar- intendent of telegraph, C. H. Gaut,
Kosenfeld, as Prof
The manual training department of rangements to erect a fine residence will bo removed from Topeka to La
Thomas, fully
equals that worthy gentleman In looks. the school is quite thoroughly equip- on l'a'aco avenue, adjoining tho home Junta.
Miss Carrie Carvil acted as p!anlst and ped and is doing rood work. It was of Colonel and Mrs. George W. Knae-nc- l.
This Is part of the Important plans
Miss Viola Gillett acted as musical from it that tho Normal training exfor tho Installation of quadruplex teleWorft on the fine new $14,000 build-in- s graphy on the whole Santa Fe system
director instead of MIfs Bailey. Miss hibit, which attracted so much attenof the Deaf and Dumb asylum will ficm Chicago to the Pacific and from
Nina Turner allowed Miss Eliis to ee tion during the Territorial fair last Ocherself as others see her, while Mri tober, was taken. The work Is made be pushed by Contractor Antonio Yvln-so- r Kansas City to the Gulf of Mexico.
sedately
called the obligatory for tho subnormal and the
as soon as the spring sets in. The
Irvin slowly and
It is another big gain for La Junta,

NORMAL SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO,

J. M. flOORE

J

(ESTABLISHED 188.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans
AB3TRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

ll

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222. -

COLOMBO HALL,.
Thursday, March 6.
Dave B. Levis'

"HI
s

x

Tina

-

n

m
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BIG PRODUCTION

Dandruff and
Falling Hair vanish
before the magic touch of
Newbro's, Herpicide, the
latest scientific discovery.
It kills the dandruff germs.
Destroyjhe cause, you remove the effect. Kill the

-l

.

AT SILVER

Hayseed
Band

THE

For Ssle at all Firtt QaM Drug Stores.

LOCATED

Josh

People

Grand Operatic Orchestral
Carload of Special Scenery!
Novel Mechanical Effect!

St. AumoifT, Idaho, Te. , "M.
TlerplcMe does all that you claim for it. It
has cleAmtd my bead from dandruff, snd left
my hair Hue and soft. OBAKOBM.CsoiiBsa.

NORMAL SCHOOL OF NEW MEXI CO,

20

Spruceby

dandruff germ, and your
hair will grow abundantly.

t

Uncle

GREAT

SAWMILL

1

8CENE.

Specialties.
Watch for the Big Parade.
Note the prices, 25c, 50c, 75c and $1.
Seats on sale at O. A. Matson's book
and Stationary store, v
All New.

CITY.

Gioesner,
. . . . Tailor.

freshmen classes. Its especial charac- building is being erected on the south whlcn under the present Santa Fe man Wei.
agement is being developed into the
A beautiful memorial window to the most important Santa Fe town west of
Is two years and consists In producing
twenty-fivmodels, which involve the memory of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Topeka.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Automatic 'phone 574.
use of a full set of tools and the pro liam L. Jones Is to be placed in the
The consolidation of the Topeka and
MINING ENGINEER.
'
Holy
on
Church
of
the
every
Faith
Palace
phase of joining. The
duction of
Las Vegas relay offices at La Junta 216 South Second Street,
making of all articles have these two avenue.
of a number of exthe
addition
means.
Albuquerque,
Is.
Mex.
V. V. CLARK,
Hon. Charles F. Easley, master, post- pert telegraphers to the force at La
motives which give the highest Inter-es- t
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
poned
of
the sale
the Santa Barbara
to effort. Both boys and girls take
West Gold avenue,
jutiuerque, N. M.
It means that La Junta will be
grant in Taos county, until March 20, Junta."
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps;
the same course.
important
telegraph
taost
station
the
phi
us
'
'
and
works; mines and
reduction
give
to
'.
several prospective buyers a on tho Santa Fe. There are some San
Annie Boone
mining investments; second hand mining
LITERARY SOCIETIES.
vhance to reach Santa Fe and be at ta Fe
Our Country, It's People.. Nina Turner
machinery; custom assaying and anulyaia.
men who believe that It means
Personal description of George WashThe school has two literary societies, the sale.
the Santa Fe expects to remove
Anniversary mass was celebrated at that
ington
OSTEOPATHY.
Arnold Rosenfeld the Literati and the Lyceum, which
headquarters
of the new superln
the
Juoj
In all its stages.
now serve good purposes. These are creat- the cathedral In memory of the late tendent of telegraphs, C. H. Gaunt,
The whole class of twenty-nliDr. Conner.
ang "The Star Spangled Banner" with ed for a trlpple purpose, a training In Airs. Isabella B. de Luna. The mass from Topeka to La Junta, but this ru Ely's Cream Balm
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
gesture.
parliamentary law, general and social was largely attended by relatives and mor lacks confirmation. C. H. Gaunt
Osteopathy,
Kirkvllle, Mo. L,ung trouof
Eddie Hobart then presented the culture. The programs and meetings friends of the deceased. Vicar General will be a system official, the same as cleanses, soothes and heals
ble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
diseased
membrane.
the
building, rooms 21 and
Whiting
Office.
class. In enumerating their virtues he are under the immediate supervision A. Fourchegu was the celebrant.
23; Automatic telephone, 164.
T. Macbeth and W. W. Walton, of Superintendent Sholes is, and it may It cares catarrh and drires
declared them to be the "largest, the of the principal and the teachers, and Cleveland,
by
be
officials
deemed
the
chief
best
Ohio, young men of means,
away
coid In the head
wittiest, the prettiest class in the his- are regarded as the legitimate work
who have been in Santa Fe several to have him located at the heart of his quickly.
tory of the sahool."
' DENTISTS
of the school. Their meetings are held days,
territory.
La
Junta.
drove to M. J. Nagle's Sunny
Cream Dalm Is placed into the nostrils, spreads
This was follewed by a presentation every two weeks, the programs being Pine Grove
Is
probability
such
There
small
that
E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
ranch, one mile southeast
speech to Prof. Light by Miss Lillian varied as much as possible. Oration,
Belief is imthis city. They inspected the place a move will be made for some time, orer the membrane and Is absorbed. drying
ARMIJO BLOCK, over Ilfeld Brothers)
Sheridan, as she offered him the con- debates, declamations, readings, music of
does
is
not
however,
If
a
curs
is
anything
follows.
of
mediate
sort
It
and
for
the
Office hours: S a. m. to 12 p. m. IM n. "J
signified their intention of buying
of the class.
stitution and
and entertainment of various charac- and
a p. m. Automatic teleohoe. Kow 4 .
and transforming it into a large and contemplated it is not likely to be done not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Drug- to
Appointments made by moUL
Miss Taft then adjourned the school ter are employed. Often a whole eve- it
new
Santa Fe office gists or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents.
until the proposed
sanitarium.
modern
for the day.
ning is given to Scott, Shakespeare,
Invitations were received In this building at La Junta is ready for occu
LAWYERS
The program was well rendered and the Indian, the Irish people, etc.
city to the wedding of City Engineer pancy. Plans for this building are now
Trees, Vines, Roses, Lilacs.
the Interest was Intense throughout.
Wendell V. Hall to Miss Bessie Gray. In process of compioiion, having been
Bernard 8. Rodey
About March u the choicest stock
NUMBER OF PUPILS.
The freshmen yell was loud and long
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Gray, subject to frequent revisions and will be Bold at Whltcomb's, corner of ATTORaKT-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
pupils
of
enrolled
this
The
number
and too strong for the feeble efforts year, as shown by the secretary's re- of Hastings, 1)1., at whose home the changes. The La Junta office building Eighth street and Tijeras avenue at M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will pracof the seniors.
will take place at high noon will be a large structure, capable of the following prices:
port to the governor, is 156, and 'the wedding
tice In all courts of the territory and begiving
official
an
to
accommodation
12.
couple
on
at
March
will
The
2
be
many
year;
Apples,
year;
1
peaches,
excellent features average attendance is considerably
We noticed
fore the United States land office.
head
for
all
departments
of
15.
the
from
at
various
home
Fe
March
Santa
t.,
give
our
25
cents each.
and facts of the Normal and
larger than any previous year. Five
of
Fe.
Santa
the
plums
I. M. Bond
space to a few of them.
and cherrys,
Pears,
ft,
counties of the territory are representThe Vice of Nagging.
If the office of superintendent of tele 45 cents each.
42 P street. N.
ATTORN
of tho puand more than
Clouds the happiness of the home, graphs Is not removed to La Junta, it
THE NORMAL TRAINING SCHOOL. ed
Washington,
C. Pensions, lands,
40
ft.,
W..
Apricots and nectarines,
I. caviata,
pils are from other localities than Sil but a nagging woman often needs help. is believed very probable that an as
patents,
copyrights,
letters patcents each.
This U in a tsenarate uuildinz. which ver Cliy. The Bchool has been running Sne may tie so nervous
superintendent of telegraphs
Ash, box elder, elm, honey locust, ent, trade marks, claims.
was erected last year. The rooms are eight years and has graduated thirty-eigh- t in health that trilics annoyandher. If she sistant
given to C. A poplar. 8 ft., CO cents up.
will be similar to
beautifully finished and furnished. A
persons. The senior class of the
William D. Lee
melancholy, excitable, troubled with Morse, the principalthat
assistant engineer
Two year grape Tines, 12H cents.
ATTORNEY-AT-iApleasant change from the staring present year numbers thirteen, eleven is
Office, room T.
loss of appetite, headache, sleepless- of -e western grand division.
40
lilac,
cents.
foot
Three
N.
T.
Armljo
building. Will practice in
In
schoolrooms
usually
found
whiteness
girl3 and two boys, the girls graduat- ness, constipation or fainting and dizAll
prospective changes are of
all the courts of the territory.
Two year roees, 40 cents up.
Is seen in the tinted walls and pressed ing from the professional and the boys zy spells, she needs Electric Bitters, course these
to be decided upon by the newly
o
steel ceilings. The department con-- . from the academic course. The names the most wonderful remedy for ailing appointed
R. W. D. Bryan
superintendent. C. H. Gaunt
Business Opening, $5,000.
slsts of five classes, the kindergarten, of the graduates are as follows: Mary women. Thousands of sufferers from and the definite
ATTORNEY
Albuquerque, N.
Is
of
announcement
some
what
a
one
to
Here
chance
for
one,
two
three
and
connecting class,
Ecklee, Edna Page. Kate Crawford, female troubles, nervous troubles. is to be done Is not to be made public purchase a well established and very M. Office, First National BauW building.
year primary grades. Each year a new Marv Gill. Mertie Williams. Pearl backache and weak kidncya have used except
through him.
profitable business In a first class min
grade Is added as the children are
Frank W. Clancy
Parks, Marie Tustin. Carrie Whitehill. it, and becomo healthy and happy. Try
other important relay office is to ing town In Arizona at a bargain. It Is ATTORNEY-.
LAW. rooms 2 and 8.
to advanced- grades, so that In a Elsie McGregor. Etta Schuti, Dean it. Only D('c All druggists guarantee be One
on
name
$5,000
a
Gulf
lines.
proposition,
including
The
the
selected
alout
T.
N.
building, Albuquerque, N.M.
Armljo
short time the well equipped manual Alexander and Eugene Cosgrove.
satisfaction.
up
given
out.
fine
to
been
large
town
not
stock,
lots,
has
date
it
the
three
cf
o
training department, which now occus said that the plan is to have another storeroom with cellar, stable,
The corps of instructors of the NorE. W. Dobson
pies one of the rooms, will be obliged mal is exceptionally
Could Not Breathe.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAstrong.
favorsuperintendent of telegraph dwei.ing house, finely furnished, etc.;
No
Office,
ll
to seek new quarters. These classes itism ha-- ' been shown !n the selection Coughs, colds, croup, grip, hronchltis. assistant
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
monthly sales, $2,750, mostly cash;
in charge of the Gulf office.
purpose. It is here
lung
are
serve a three-foland
troubles
throat
A relay office Is an office where terms easy; death of wife and child of
of any of the members of the faculty; other
Minute Cough through telegrams are taken off the proprietor reason for seling.
that the members of the training class
At a ATTGRNEJohn H. Stlngle,
each was chosen solely upon his mer- rsuickly cured by One
mastudy
and
not
Cough
lessons
Is
Cure
model
Minute
One
rrr.mw.il Ki.i,
observe
wires by one set of operators, and re- glance It will be seen that this is a rare Albuquerque,
is not a specialist in his par- Cure.
its;
each
knowledge
N. M.
only
expectorant,
gives
tests
which
mere
the
a
terial. The latter
exby another pet of telegraphers. chance to make an exceptionally good
sent
line
had
has
successful
ticular
but
actually
by
liqui
temporary
Telief. It softens and
gained In observation
They supplement the automatic repeat- investment. For full particulars and
PHYSICIAN
teaching under the direction of the perience In all classes of school work, fies the mucous, draws out tho inflamlocated at intervals on the line. terms, address or see II. S. Knight at
nrinpinai and lastlv. the department as both in teaching and superintending mation and removes the cause of the era
once,
unAlbuquerque,
Angeles,
New
telegrams
to
Through
Mexico.
Los
Dr. J. E. Bronson
schools. All are graduates of normal
a laboratory for the expression of the schools ar"l five have been trained in disease. Absolutely safe. Acts at once. der the present system, are sent from
o
Homeopathlo Physician.
Room 17,
newest thought along educational university r:ork. With such teachers One Minute Cough Cure will do all Chicago to Topeka, then resent to Las
Whiting Block.
MONUMENTS.
lines. Special attention is given to as these th school Is prepared to meet that is claimed for It," says Justice of Vegas, and then again resent to Los
All
stone
kinds
work.
of
mable
and
Peace J. Q. Hood. Crosby. Miss.
of the hand work to the
the
(Homestead Entry No. 6537.)
moderate. Shop and yard corparticular wants and the needs of the
"My wife could not get her breath and Angeles. When La Junta is made the Prices
more formal studies. Many Interesting its
ner
and
avenue.
street
Railroad
Chicago
single
fifth
relay
fully
Influence.
come
lta
who
all
between
station
under
Notice for Publication.
by
the first dose. It has
models are made by the pupils, proving This Is the Important consideration In was relieved
IT. Q. MAURINO.
Department
a benefit to all my tamily." J. H. and the coast, one "relay" will be saved
been
of the Interior, Land Ofthe value of educational hand work.
o
In the transmission.
every school. Magnificent buildings, O'Ulelly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., February 5,
MUSLIN UNDKRWEAR. SKIRTS.
costly apparatus and rich endowment
It will be-- complete quadruplex sysATHLETICS
1902.
and
are Important elements in running a
There !s Eaid to be In progress near tem from Chicago to the coast and to GOWNS, CHEMISES, DRAWERS GARis another prominent feature of the school, to be Bure, but these are noth- Folsom,
Notice
Is hereby given that the fol75
CORSET
COVERS.
CENT
gulf.
Ina
large
will
the
It
necessitate
county,
Mexico,
New
Union
Normal. All our readers remember the ing when compared with good tpaobers negotiations
a crease In battery power and the string- MENTS; SALE PRICE, 45 CENTS. lowing named settler has filed notice
opening
of
for
the
played
which
team
ball
Normal basket
of his intention to make final proof In
is a common thing to witness poor breeding ranch of Hereford thorough- ing of considerable new wire at certain ROSEN WALD BROS.
- o
the Unlveralty during the holidays. It
support of his claim, and
teaching
In our higher institutions, be- breds. A capital of $100,000 will be the parts of the line which are now unable
contests
all
controls
The" association
In Demlng good safe loans ran be proof will be made before that said
to make room for handling the quadrumore amount of the original investment.
professors
are
often
cause
the
register
All
schools.
of the school with other
had at better rates than in the old es- or receiver at Santa Fe, the
plex system.
valuable for their service to science
New Mextowns.
tablished
than to teaching.
ico, on March, 18, 1902, viz:
Mrs.
We offer Fiiliject to prior sale $30,000
Upon the whole the Normal Is a very
Use Allen's Foot-Eas- e.
Thomas
J. Riley, for the NE'i of secAlyour
figure
plumbing.
5 p(
on
us
Let
cent.
mortgage
first
electerritory
to
the
institution
creditable
A powder to be Khaken Into the nhoes.
tion 11. T. 8 N.. R. 6 E., N. M. P. M.
we are certain it deserves the Your feet feel swollen, nervous and dump. tric ltonds. For further particulars, ad- buquerque Hardware company.
He names the following witnesses
get tired euHlly. If you have aehinK dress Stephen D. Demmon & Co.. 100
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS and
6trongett support and the most liberal Htul
feet, try Allen a foot Kane. It rest the Washintton Btreet. Chicago, 111., or
great
prove his continuous residence upon
Demlng
mining
to
center
is
the
people.
reel ami rnakei new or UkIu Hhoea easy, Moscow K. I & 1. Co., Moscow, Idaho. of the southwest.
cure dyspepsia and all disorders aris- patronage of the
and cultivation of Baid land, viz:
ehillilaina. swoolen, HWeatlng feet
i'lirfa
phy.
by
Endorsed
indigestion.
ing from
and eallous snots. Relieves corns
Dionlcio Romero, John R. Humphrey,
Demlng needs one hundred new
The Roswell Register says: . R. P. Misters
Demlng ships over 100.000 head of
glcians every where. Sold by all drugof ail pain and itives restand
and bunions
- Try n touay. s.iia by all
Lovato, Arch K, Humphrey, all
Juan
s
Rpan
to
recently
his
from
trip
supply
to
pay.
returned
comfort.
25
Trial
houses
cents.
Is
demand,
annually;
no
the
and cattle
the center
the
gists. No cure,
and shoe dealers. 25 rents. Trial needs them now. This demand con- greatest breeding region In the of
south- of Escobosa, N. M.
package free by writing to W H. Hook- Old Mexico. He was ninety miles south package
B. Olmstead,
Address,
free.
Allen
of Juarez and cays it is a fine country.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
tinues to grow.
west and cattle men all know this.
Kuy. n. x.
er & Co., Buiialo, N. .
f

roll and gave prof. Owen's favorite
announcement, "I desire to meet the
members of the first basket ball team
at 1:15 today."
The freshmen then rendered the following program:
Our Country In War
Irvin Moore
Our Country in Peace. . . .George Utter
Pole drill
Freshmen boys
Our Country, It's Resources

ter is that of tool work. The course side near the penitentiary.
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thelr papers and summoned their witnesses. When the attorneys and witnesses examined the papers the startling discovery was made that the descriptions were not the same at all and
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
the men had located their claims far,
away from each other.
The PreBbyterlan Mission school Is eight feet above the ground. The frontLETTER LIST.
age of the church will be
t
just two miles north of the city of
Following Is the list of letters reThe work was started here feet. It will have a basement and large
about twenty years ago, for Indians, Gothic windows and portal, to which ft maining uncalled for In the postofllce
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
and continued for eome years, but af- wide stone stairway will lead.
week ending March 1, 1902:
ter the. generous provision made for
How to Prevent Pneumonia.
MEN'S LIST.
the Indians by the government, In their
You have good reason to fear an atlarge and well equipped plant, the need
Jlron, Emiterlo
Ashe, Jaa L
pneumonia,"
you
a
of
when
tack
have
of this work was felt to be more urgent
Kemp, E L
Armtjo, E
by
severe
cold,
accompanied
pains
in
In other parts of the country, and the
Lente. Miguel
Gen
Austen,
or
the
in
chest
back
between
the
the
Board of Home Missions felt their efGet a bottle of Chamber- Aragon, Donaclano Lerma. Ascencion
forts should be turned to other pur- shovlders.
Cough
Remedy and use it as di- Artwell, F C (2) Lacohm, Joe
lain's
poses, hence the school was closed,
L,oomis, w H
and it wil prevent the threaten- Allen, Jesse
and remained so until 1895, when the rected
ed attack. Among the tens of thous- Apodaca, Patricio Leslie, W W
boarding department of the school for ands
Murray, Wra
who
tised this remedy for Rarnes, Harry
Mexicans wan transferred from Las colds and have
Mahan, E A
la grippe, we have yet to Rriti, J
Vegas to the present site.
Martinez, Jose R
of a single case that has resulted Boon, R H
learn
The name was changed to that of the In pneumonia, which shows that this Bay. J F
McKlnney, Jno
Menaul school In the spring of 1897, remedy is a
Maguire, Ira
preventative of Bunn, Bert H
by act of the Board of Home Missions, that dangerouscertain
Bullock, baker & McKean. George
by
disease.
For
all
sale
in memory of the Rev. James Menaul, druggists.
Moore, Harvey J
Co
who, as synodical missionary for the
Means, C H
Banning, E
synod of New Mexico for sixteen years,
La grippe coughs yiei- - quickly to Broughton, H. F Mascoro, Wiebes
did so much for the cause. The Me- the wonderful curative qualities of Fol- Bonn, Homer
Martlnei, Marlseno
naul school, as It Is now carried on, is ey's Honey and Tar. There is nothing Cleveland, Frank McClung, Robert
benpflt
youth,
of
Mexican
th
for the
else "just as good." Alvarado Pharma- Carnell, Johnny
Marabel. SiVbestre
who are not within reach of the better cy.
Castillo, Antonio Miller, R L
public schools In the larger towns. No
McMillan, Luther
Chaves, Ellas
A DASTARDLY CRIME.
pupils are admitted' who are within
Chaves, Miguel GarChaves, Jose Nua.
reach of the school advantages at their Sheriff Alexander Read In Santa Fe
Vnez y
cla y
for
homes. Afe is the case of almost all of
Coleman, Mons L Nolan, P E
Requisition
Papars
Two
Men.
for
the schools, the accommodations are
Sheriff Alexander Read, of Rio Ar- Crandali. Supt J CO'Kourke. M J
very Inadequate, plnre there can be riba
Perea, Manuel
county,
Santa Fe for requisi- Casados, Bitor
only seventy-fivadmitted, as there is tion papers isforin Charles
Pohle, E A
Grisson and Cowan. Will
room for no more. The number turned Claude
Paterson, Aaron
Hume in jail at Pagosa Springs, Cowley. Will
away each , year is greater than the Colo, The
Perea, Gregorlo B
alleged crime of the two Carpenter, J J
number received. Every place is prom- men is of such a filthy
nature as to Cadman, Jared R Phillips, J I
ised before the opening of the school make a detailed description impossl- Callaway, T H
Peralta, Renerito
Carter, Samuel H Pftdil'.o. Frederlco
Donovan, F M
Ransom, Arthur
Romero, Abran
Davis, Chas
Dancy, W J
Reed, Teady
Reld, Herman
Frank
Romero, Jesus N
Fields, Bailey,
Fentress, James Sedillo, R L i
Robinson, Nick
Fellbaum. J W
Foster, J. R
Robertson, Taylor
Fowler. Myron J Ruflno, Severlo
Ruiz, Jose
Ford, R J
Frank, Edward
Saracino, Clemen- te (2)
Gomez. Eliseo
Stephens, J Edgar
Goldstein, John
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' I h:d a very severe cough for many
weeks. Nothins; relieved me until I
tried Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. This
rapidly and entirely cured me."
J. J. Hargrave, New York City.
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Apnea L. Duncan, of Mansfield.
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Raw or Inflamed Lungs
Yield rapidly to the wonderful curative
and healing qualities of Foley's Honey
and Tar. It prevents pneumonia and
consumption from a hard cold settled
on the iungs. Alvarado Pharmacy.

J.C.

Mc.S6c,$I.M.

ILLS

CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.

favorite prescription forcolds
and coughs. If hs knows of
anything better, tell him to
give it to you.

Sanchez, S

blood-purifyin-

wtth
wil aflll-t,ever patna In the alomarh. I Inilated upon
hi taklriR a Caacaret before wnng to bed and
t
in. of a tape-worniorntnff he paned
lo bought a Boa of aaeareta and a tape worn
4ft uet luna came from him head and an."
Chas. J. Condon, aiiffllnborf. Pa.
Taaeareta enred we radically of Ayapepala
and hecdarbe ami mr wrl&ht which before waa
B. Nararro, Blloil, Mlaa.
12 la now ltf Iba."
"I find Caaeareti beneficial after a anetl tit
har1 work, clearing the brain aa well aa the
Iwiwela. and alo working off colda la good
ehapa.'W.. C. Btokee, i'hlladelphla, Fa

RSAUSARD'S

You first take cold, then
you cough. Then ycu have
a doctor. He cays it's bronchitis, and he orders Ayer's
Cherry Pcctora). It is his

s

one-thir- d

when f?l bad 1 i
aliirold.
Tela
take a ( ntcarei which always Uitkoi m leal
J. B. Rohm, Q. A C. Ronto, Cmnnl, Kf.
'1 hnd n tiT!t llvtr f f jrsn,h. I t"Tiht
f C'aifrEH In Whlnrton and have tint
only Iimii frit. In rrtr-ehealth, but kav
gaiuad cuanderablft fn ne1i,-ht.Rnckrilla, Mo.
i.arfy
wrrr- tha nnlj- - ntciclre I h.rlTrHh
"Crearett
Ciiam- when I ln'nt thn world's record
)in,k-- r of America," .making x;a
Ctnn i'nrv
U. 10 liorr.."
E. C. KlmbarUn, La Harps, !!!.

anteed to cure or your money back. Sample and booklet
free. Addreaa Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N, Y. art

T
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Stomach and brain affect each other. A sick stomach sours the disposition and prevents sleep and brain rest, and a sick brain sours tho stomach and clogs the bowels.
Men of sedentary habits, bra'.a workers who don't get much exercise, have sick stomachs and bowels, and wear out their brains and nerves.
"Bona time tn, whlla T aa ta VUlarte-iTW- ,
t work In the o!flfe anrt don't et aa pnrli
i
I
J
f.nil
I1.. ;r. Trt ek. tha landlord

A man whrj kwpa his bowels regular with Cascareta Candy Cathartic, that
is without straia or violence, can keep strong and healthj' without much
exercise. A famous professor in Jefferson Medical College used to
advise his students: "Trust in God and keep your bowels openl " That's
God's own wisdom, for when the bowels are regular and the digestion
strong and healthy, then the system',) safe and the brain and nerves
wul have Inexhaustible elasticity ana lite.
Beat for the Bowel. All druRgiata, toe, 1 5c, 50c. Never
old In bulk. The tenuina tablet aumned C C C. Guar-

Gutierrez, Andres Saunders, L B
Smltn, Luke
Gattes, R B
Guerin, Patrick
Salas, Yonos
Gutierrez, TeodocioStevens, Harry E
Gutierrez, Plageres Sabedra. Niebes
Osrcia, Pedro
Simms. Thomas
Scott. Walter W
Garcia. C B
'
Gutierrez, Donicla- - Snnchez, Luis
no
Stewart, K
PRESBYTERIAN MISSION SCHOOL.
Gal'egos, CanimIro Sutherland. Dr J R
In September, and each pupfl is
We. Suffice it to say that they are ac- Griego. Fcliciano Stafford, Mill Co
ceivod under agreement to remain un- cused of criminal assault upon Mrs. Gutierrez, Teodoro Schindler, Joseph
til the school closes in May.
Adela Maes, who is to become a Gonzales, AugustinTurrlcta, Manuel
Chaves y
The object of the work is to fit the mother in about a month. The three Hall. John A
Thompson, Theo
Dan H
native youth for citizenship and Chris- were the sole occupants of tna caboose Holton,
Alvah
Usher, George
tian manhood; to give them a practical of a lumber train which carries pas- Hayes,
Vandcrburg, Dowey
education so they can hold their own sengers frm Lumberton, Rio Arriba Hollls, R J
Valdez, Masdaleno
county, to Edith, Colo., where the two Hunter, Frank
and earn an honest living.
I
(2)
The classroom work now includes all men are employed in a lumber camp. Hendley, Vm
Woothery, II B (2
grades from the most primary to those The alleged crime was committed near Harmon, I D
Ward, James (2)
in the eighth grade work, and the the Colorado line, but in this territory. Harris, Manly S
Wagner, Augustine
grade, is being increased from year to The men were arrested at Pagosa Howard, C B
Jaramillo, Manuel Wilson, Theo
year as the pupils advance, with the Springs.
Johnson, J J
White, M J
hope of a few years more bringing it
A Printer Greatly Surprised.
Jaramillo, Manuel Willis, II O
up to the standard of high school work. '
was so surprised In my life, Jaramillo, Miguel Wightman, Ed
All teaching is given In the English as "II never
was with the results of using
LADIES' LIST. '
language, and the use of the English Is Chamberlain's
s
Pain Balm," says Henry
required on the play grounds and while T. Cook, pressman
M Oladhill, Mrs J J
Arias,
Adelalda
Ashevllle,
N.
of
the
the boys are engaged in their mnnual C, Gazette. "I contracted
Huth, Mrs. Mattle Ourule, Nabora
severe
a
A
few years of such training
duties.
of rheumatism early, last winter Ilutierrcs, Juanita Hanson, MIfs Tora
gives a good knowledge of the lan- case
by getting my feet wet. I tried several Brown, Mrs Lula Hinman, Madam
guage and the primary branches, and things for without benefit. One day Bogil. Anita B
Hnran, Mtb J
it
fits 'the pupils for a better life than while looking
I no- Bell, Miss Morrey Jones, Mabel
over
Gazette,
the
their parents, since, as has been said, ticed that Pain Balm wa3 positively Baca, Mrs Emilia S Johnson, Mrs Lizzie
the most of tuom are from the poorer guaranteed to cure rheumatism, so
Kerr, Mabelle
de
homes. At least, they will have a bought a bottle of it and before using Brown, Mrs Mary Leverette, Edna
chance, and the results thus far are
of it my rheumatism had Brent, Mrs. Mary EMorlarty, Lizzie
gratifying. Some ot the old pupils are taken its flight
and I have not had a Clogelter, Dorcas Ml.ler, Mrs Mettle
public
schools
of
in
the
the
teachers
Martinez, Dorotea
rheumatic pain since. ' Sold by all Cole, Mrs Jas
territory, and are classed among the druggists.
Mitte, Mrs Anna
Clifford, Alma
Mexin
missionary
a
Old
best. One is
o
Chaves, Manuclita Morrissey, Anna
13
good
success.
having
As
ico and
Maddison,- Mamie
Foley's Honey and Tar
Nuanes de
might be expected in a mission school,
Cures coughs and colds
Clay.MisB Mable (2) Moya, Mrs O R
the Bible is one of the text books, and
Cures bronchitis and asthma
Conner, Mrs Jessie Padia, Dulaineade
all are trained In its teachings, but
Cures croup and whooping cough
Romero, Petrita
CTaik, Angelila
there are no attempts at proselyting
Cures hoarseness and bronchial trou- Calloway. Lottie
Romero, Reneranda
against the wishes of any.
bles.
Chaves. Altagracia Stearns, Mrs B
Cures pneumonia and la grippe.
The housework, such as dining room,
Cordova. Mis Vic- - Sclba, Pablita, Tole
dormitory and laundry work, is all
Alvarado Pharmacy.
do de
toriana L
done by the boys, under the direction
Vaca, Rollitos
Cumley, Lyda
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
of competent teacaers. The older ones
Duncan, Mrs IjOi Welsh, Mrs E
are employed in repairs about the
Williams, Lizzie
Dclang, Mrs S A
PAPERS HELD UP.
school and in doing the farm work. Not
Wilson, Mrs E
Six companies have incorporation Fleming, i,iaggie
so much is being done along these papers
GailegoB, Eloisa Toledo, Paulita
filing
pending
in
for
office
the
might
In
charge
wish
lines as those
Torres, Leonara
the territorial secretary. The filings Garcia, Aniceta
and as they hope to see In the near of
up
calling
above named
owing
are
to
for
held
Persons
fact
the
the
that
future, since, prospects for an enlarge- incorporators have not yet met all the lettois ill please saythe"Adevertised,
"
ment are good.
.
legal requirements necessary for tiling. and give trie date of publication.
The support Is from two sources;
R. W. HOPKINS, Postmaster.
first and primarily from the Woman's
FUNDS FROM LAND LEASES.
Board of Home Missions, but this is
Land Commissioners A. A. Keen
supplemented each year by about
turned over to Territorial Treasurer
of the school expenses, collected J. H. Vaughn the handsome sum of
from the pupils and produced by their $3,122.95 received lately from leases of
labor.
school lands and to be applied to the
Pupils comn'cling the fifth grade common school income fund, and
Pierces the mother's heart like a sword.
to be applied to the credit of the Often the mother who would do everywork in the Presbyterian day school's,
.and passing a satisfactory examination permanent fund of the territorial in- thing for the little one she lovea, is uton same, aro admitod to the Menaul sane asylum at Las Vegas.
terly impotent to help and finds no
school cn a free scholarsh'p.
help in physicians. That was the case
WILL
EXCHANGE
PLACES.
In connection with the Menaul school
with Mrs. Duncan, whose little one was
Supervisor
Report
it
has that Forest
almost blind witti
there la a department of theology,
reC.
R.
McCluro of the Pecos forest
But
where young men of tfce Mexican race,
scrofula.
superGeorge
serve,
Langenburg,
and
fortunately
she
wishing to become ministers or evanGiia
1 was led to use Dr.
river forest reserve,
gelists, can be trained in their own visor of the
McGolden
language; also Indian youths can be will exchange places and that Mr.
Pierce's
Medical Discovfitted for the same line of work. This Cluro will move to Silver City with his
1h
ery and so cured
is the first year of this department, ianiily, while Mr. Langenburg, who
to Santa Fe. Forest
child without
and has opened most favorably, since unmarried, will go
the
to a
resorting
two Indian and six Mexican young men Superintendent 1. B. llanna has not
jet received from Washington the offpainful operation.
have hern gathered into it. This fills icial
confirmation of tho proposed
a long felt need in the Presbyterian
The great
proper-tit- s
missions of the synod of New Mexico, change.
of Dr. IHerce's
and good results are expected.
Can't Keep It Secret.
Medical
Golden
The splendid work of Dr. King's
Discovery have
Merely a Reminder.
Now Life Pills is daily coming to light.
been proved over
Bear In mind that Perry Davis' Pain- No such grand remedy for liver and
and over again in
killer Is just as good for internal as tor bowel troubles was ever known before.
cases of scrofula,
external troubles. It will stop the ago- - Thousands hlces them for curing coneczema, eruptions
nlzing cramps in the bowels which fol- stipation, sick headache, biliousness,
diseases which are caused by
other
snd
col
exposure
wet
and
when
to
lows
jaundice and indigestion. Try them. an impure condition of the blood. It
taken Internally, and will cure strains, 25c at all druggists.
entirely eradicates the poisons which
applied
ex
when
bruises
o-snrains and
fet-disease, and builds up the body
ternally. It should be administered in
Kidney Cure makes the kid- with sound, healthy flesh.
Foly's
slightly
There
sweetened.
warm water,
neys and bladder right. Contains nothMy little dauphter became a raided with
is but one Painkiller, Perry Davis.
ing injurious. Alvarado Pharmacy.
arrofula, which affected hrr eyea." wrilea Mra,
o
two-third-

Healthy Mind in a Healthy Body
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KtbuKtiao Co.,

Ark. "She could out bear the light
over a
Much Ado About Nothing.
year. Wc tiled to cure, her eye, butinnotliinK
Pedro Baca ha3 a mining ciaim at aid
any good. We had our home phvsiciaa aud
the bead of Los Conches, says the Las he adviacd ua to take her ' to an oculist, aa her
have to tie scraped. ' They had
Vegas Optic. There is nothing very eyelida would
so thick he though! ahe would never
strange about that, for many others become
recover her aiylit. As there was no one else to
have claims there, too, but thereby whom we could apply my heart sank within
o
I went to your 'Common Seuae Medical
hangs a tale. It has come about that me.
e
read your treatment on scrofula,
Methodist Church.
Nt
Manuel Jimenez also has a claim near Adviser,'
the properties of medicines there aueiacd.
The plans for the new Methodist the Baca claim. The men came to- With five bottles of 'Golden Medical Discovery'
eutirely cured my child.
Episcopal church to be built by St. gether one day lately, and in speaking I have
Hoping this will be of some use to you and
John's Methodist Episcopal congrega- alout their claims each thought the a blessing
to other sufferers, with heartfelt
tion on Don Caspar avenue, Santa Fe, other was claiming bis mine. One thing thank, I remain.
S.
of
H.
office
are on exhibition in the
led to another, some pretty hard things
Doctor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
Lutjs. in that city. The building will were said, and some pretty forcible aran excellent laxative for children.
of
brick guments were used. Raving a natural They
be a very ieautiful one built
are
with a? parsonage attached. The pin- - tendency for the law, anyhow, the men in action. easy to take and thorough
nacle of the bell tower will be flfty- - appealed to the strong arm, made out
(fet-tin-

The Cuero, Texas, Star says that
J. J. Summers and J. L. Sheppard have
bought a car of cheap Louisiana molasses to mix with cottonwood products
and feed to peeves. The cattle relish
the mixture and it Is fattening.
W. I. Cook, who has a ranch In
county, Texas, sold to W. L.
Hawkins, of Midlothian, ,500 head of
high grade Hereford 3 and 4 year old
steers for $30 a head with no cut backs.
They are to be delivered in April.
Harry Alexander, general live stock
agent of the Chicago, Rock Inland &
Pacific railroad, was in Roswell talking up the advantages of his line as a
stock road to the local cattle men. It
looks now very much as if that road
would handle much of the stock from
Shac-klefor-

d
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The Largest and Best Flour Mills In New Mexico. Flour and bran In car
'
Lots a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.
M.
N

CC0OffOtOCO9O0OCOCO00iCOOCO0)Ofl
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO.

Albuquerque, New Mexicd.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OP
-

Head-Headach-

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOME8TIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

CCJCCC0C04000C0C
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THE FACT THAT WE ARE
SEALING
GREAT NUMBER O
OF F1NGREE & SMITH'S FAM- - O
WOMEN O
OUS SHOES
FOR
GOES TO SHOW THAT THEY
ARE THE SHOES THAT GOOD 0
DRESSERS REQUIRE.
0
B. ILFELD & CO.
0

o

another good hotel is
needed to accommodate the enormous

tej

3
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SEEDS.
At David A. Bittner's, West Railroad
avenue, can be found a full line of first
class garden Beds, alfalfa seed, onion
sets, seed oats, b'ack or white, and of

varieties best adapted to this vicinity.
o
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
clothier, for everything in the men's 3
clothing and furnishing goods line.
Biggest assortment, lowest prices, oj
money back if dissatisfied.
g
o
Have you seen that blue enameled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardware com pany'bs tore. It is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever

Indigestion and constipation. A de- seen in Albuquerque.
lightful hrb drink. Removes all arup-tion- s
Notice.
of the skin, producing a perfect
25c
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
complexion or money refunded.
and r.Oc. Wr.te to us for free sample. In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up. 111 North First
W. H. Hooker it Co., Buffalo, N. V.
In Demlng

oaoooooaoc5Ca

ooooooaoaoo3oK

The sale of swine during the meet
ing of the Live Stock association at
Wichita showed some good prices for
this class of Btock. The best price
was $57.50 for Nora's Perfection, a
yearling sow. Sycten head of boars
brought an average of $20 a head. All
were Poland China.

.

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

CSOOCK)00C0006000000 COCXOOC0)C000000

o

Practically Starving.
"After using a few liottles of Kudol
Dyspepsia Cure my wife received perfect and permanent relief from a severe and chronic case of stomach
trouble." says J. R. Holly, real estate,
insurance and loan agent, of Macomb,
111.
"Before using Kodol Dyspepria
Cure sh3 could not eat an onfliary
meal without Intense suffering. She Is
now entirely-curedSeveral physicians
and many remedies had failed to glv
reliel." You don't have to diet. Eat
any good food you want, but dont
overload the stomach- - Kodol Dyspep
sia Cure will always digest it f;ir you.
J. II. O Rielly & Co.; B. H. Brings & Co.
The Roswell Record says: J. H.
Steele, manager of tho Capltan Sheep
company, was In the city this week
and reports hid flocks as in the best of
condition. He made the first shipment
of stock over the new Rock Island
road after its completion, in the form
of 10.000 head of sheep, and reports
good service. Mr. Steele's company is
in tlie buying as well as the selling
business and has recently purchased
2,iioi) head of
sheep from Joseph
Spence, and 1.000 from George Spence.
Moki Tea Positively Cures Sick

-

work done and satisfaction guaranteed.
Please write us for prices.

First-clas- s

cnce-hopelee- s

druggists.

street.

I
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:
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Aside from the cheer and
comfort it gives to life

--

Hunter
Whiskey
is friendship's pledge in
happy hours.

S
j

r

t
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The

In Demlng the demand for rental
For dancing parties, lectures, etc., houses is five times in excess of the
for dates pply to O. A. Matson, agent supply.
o

Tin, galvanized Iron and copper
Albert work. Albuquerque Hardware company.

we are

o-

319
of

Is

The Charm of Hospitality

Colombo Hall.
o

Two Sides

-

(j

MEN'S UNDERWEAR; HIGH QUALITY; LOW FRICE. ROSENWALD o
increase of population.
BROS.
Bring in your tinware and havo It
o
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen and
get the news.
pany.

In Mexican drawn work
showing a big assortment.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

g

Wool Pullers and Tanners

that section.

Would Smash the Club.
If members of the Hay Fever Association" would use Dr. King's New
Discovery for consumption, the club
would go to pieces, for it always cures
this malady and asthma, the kind
that baffles the doctors it wholly
drives from the system. Thousands of
sufferers from consumption, pneumonia, bronchitis owe their
lives and health to it.
It conquers
grip, saves little ones from croup and
whooping cough and is positively guaranteed for all throat and lung troubles.
50c, $1.00. Trial bottles iree at ail

'

Co.

Meyers-Ab- el

Wholesale liquor mer- chants, distributors.
West Railroad Ave.

321-32-

3

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

-

Plumbing.
OUTt DOLLAR KID GLOVES ARE
ALL SIZES; ALL
We have added a plumbing depart GUARANTEED.
ment and tin shop to our business. COLORS. ROSENWALD BROS.
First street
O
BALLING BROS., Proprietors.
When you have anything In this line
Demlng has a magnificent school
to be done see us about u before plac
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
Ing your order. Albuquerque Hard' system.
o
ware company.
READ
OUR AD. ROSENWALD
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee firs class baking.
TEN DAYS MORE OF OUR CLEAR BROS.
207 8. First street, Mbuquerque, N. M.
NG SALE. DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100
ROSENWALD BROS.
will pay you 100 per cent la less
Investments In Demlng lota will
than twelve months.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen
douLb and treble la one year.

PIONEER BAKERY
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

STYLE

525

SHOE

TYPICAL

A

MADE OF VICI KID. WITH TIP OF
POPULAR

parties.
J. A. Welnmann, of the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company, has returned from
an extended purchasing trip east. During his absence from the city Mr.
Weinmann visited St. Louis, Chicago,
New York and other important eastern
markets.
Pedro Anaya died at his home in
last night at the age of 57. Death
was caused by pneumonia complications.
Funeral will occur tomorrow
morning at the Barelas Catholic
church. Interment is to be made at the
Barelas cemetery.
C. C. Hall and wife were at the depot this morning to meet T. J. Templar
and wife, who are old friends and were
passing through the city en route from
Old Mexico to their home at Kansas
City. Mr. Templar is president of the
Kansas Grain company, which is located at Hutchinson, Kas.
A. Te!chman, formerly in the mercantile business at CerrlUos, now with
La
Shoe company of
St. Louis, Is in the city today interviewing his local customers. Among
a score of commercial travelers for
Mr.' Trlehman
the above company.
ranks fourth on the list.
Mrs. L. B. Miller yesterday afternoon
very pleasantly entertained a party of
friends at her home, Fourth street and
Raliroad avenue, at a tea in honor of

STRAIGHT

SAME,

ON

LAST.

MEDIUM WEIGHT, EXTEN-

SION WELT SOLE, WITH CUSHION

Nil

INSOLE, WALKING HEEL AND THE
BEST

OF TRIMMINGS

THROUGH-

STYLE

.

551

A VERY

FLEXIBLE

HAND TURNED SHOE WITH LIGHT
CLOSE TRIMMED EDGES AND MEDIUM OPERA HEEL.

VICI KID WITH

TIP OF SAME STRAIGHT LAST.
THE MOST COMFORTABLE SHOE
FOR TENDEn FEET.
FOR LENT
we have a choice, fresh and high grade
lot of fish, oysters, clams, lobsters
and all kinds of shell fish In cans and
keg, as well as toothsome morsels In
kippered herring, scjused mackerel,
canned lobster, salmon and caviar.
Those foods are fresh and delicious, as
well as our fat Al salt mackerel and
white flsh. Try our assortment of extra
fine goods this wee'.:.

J

L.

1lL

Nos. 118 and

10 South

&

Prclle-William-

s

Second St.

$2.50.
We are showing a new line of working shoes made from the best selection
of leather, solid throughout with extra heavy inner and outer soles that
will satisfy you better than other shoes
at. the same price. Made for comfort
and Bard wear.
""""""""

T. Muensterman.
are sure you will be pleased. C. May's
popular priced shoe store, 20S West
Railroad avenue.
Buy your blankets and comforters
Doming, the gateway to the best
of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Vart of Old Mexico.
Deming, the coming city of New
Wlndqw shades in all colors and
widths at Albert Faber'a. 305 Railroad Mexico.
Deming, the railroad center of New
O
008 OCtCfRECEIVED
Mexico.
LARGE AND 0
JUST
0
Fresh Cut Flowers.
0 COMPLETE STOCK OF WASH 0
IVES, THE FLORIST.
0 RIBBONS, IN ALL WIDTHS 0
We have a nice assortment of stoves 0 AND COLORS INCLUDING THE 0
and tinware and do all kinds of work 0 iDE NECK WIDTHS; POPU- 0
In tin, etc. Wm. Gibbs, 212 Gold ave- 0 LAR PRICES.
B. ILFELD & CO.
0
0
nue.

CITY NEWS.

o

Fruit Trees.
Fruit and shade trees delivered to
any part of the city. Leave orders at

SILKS We are showing a
complete stock of all that is stylish and popular this Season.
Black and Colored Crepe de
Chenes, Black and Colored Peau
de Soles, Black and Colored
Taffetas, White and Black Satin
Scrahs.

FOULARDS A most elegant
and
collection of Colorings
Patterns all at popular prices.
TRIMMINGS
'

Mous-sclin- e

Colors.

Panne Velvets, all colors; best
quality. Braids, pearl buttons,
in fact everything used to trim
gown.
an
OOCOOCOCOOCOCXX

11:30. ran Into a sand drift near the
little station of.Aztec, which is a short
distance this side of Wlnslow. The
engine was derailed andthe passen
gers received a shaking up. but no one
is reported injured. The train was delayed five hours.
Tomorrow, the Rev. Herman J. Pow
ell, the new pastor of the First Baptist
church, will preach his first sermon in,
this city. Mr. Powell and his family
have been busy all week getting settled. They came here from Joliet, 111
Inols, and occupy the house; at 211
South High street, recently Occupied
by the Rev. Bruce Kinney.
At a special meeting of the school
board, which is called for this evening,
resolution asking the city, council
to submit to the voters of the city a
proposition for the sale of bonds to the
amount of 135,000 for school purposes.
will be voted on. The additional money
made necessary by the increasing
attendance of the different schools.
Will Mallette, for the past few years
the efficient head clerk at the clothing
store of Mandell & Grunsfeld, has
stepped down and out, and stated today that he would take a much need
ed rest. After his rest, Mr. Mallette
will not remain out of employment
long, for he is a good clerk and one
who watches out for the interest of
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mer samples for M E N'S
8UITS ever displayed in
thir city.

.....
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E. L.

Washburn. I
112

South Second street.
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DRESS

$5.25
$12.00

SKIRTS

A

$18.00.

NEW PETTICOATS.
NEW WASH WAISTS.
NEW LINGERIE.
NEW

HOSIERY

AND

UN-

DERWEAR.

tt

fctt-lAULtAJ-

t IU f
.
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HERE ARE A FEW:
A Good mixed Worsted suit
A dark brown Cheviot suit
A medium grey Cassimere suit
An all wool Blue Serge suit

o

equal to Polan Springs.

$15.00
$18.00
$22.50
$16.50
$10.00

i

IS hi ON STERN
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

75c
75c

...$13.50
r i4nn r

BOYS AND CHILDREN'S SUITS HAVE ALSO ARRIVED AND
WE QUOTE EXTREMELY LOW PRICES ON THEM. OUR LINE
AND WELL SELECTED.
OF TROUSERS IS MOST EXTENSIVE
PRICES RANGE FROM $1.50 TO $6.00.
Before buying anything In the clothing and furnishing goods line
it will pay you to see

Deming water Is chemically pure

COc

8.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$11.00
$12.00
$12.00

;

!

o

Choice Oolong
Eng. Breakfast
Uncolored Japan

.

An all wool Scotch Cheviot suit
An all wool Blue Flannel suit
An all wool black Clay suit
Fine nobby Cheviot Worsted suit
rv inc siytisn nuvcuy cave luiu,,
Finest business and dress suit, ten styles
Finest dress suits In all new fabrics
Finest dress suits, satin lined
Fine Clay Worsted Prince Alberts
Spring overcoate, all styles, up from

Deming, the seat of the new county

60c

MWS

OF GOODS, NO MATTER BY WHOM QUOTED.
This is a broad assertion to make, but we are willing to back it up.
Look at. our window and compare goods and prices.

o

Fine Gunpowder

9Jtl tAAtXt

f 1 9JL 9Jt.9JlM.9JU.

Our tprlng stock of men's and boys' clothing has nearly all arrived
and we are pleased to be able to announce to the people of Albuquerque
and vicinity that we are not only able to show them the largest and
best selected line of goods In this part of the country, but also that
we are prepared TO DISCOUNT ALL PRICES ON THE SAME CLASS

Dr. Mahaffey will occupy the new offices at 217 South Second street when
completed. In the meantime he can
be found over Futrelle's furniture

Try Our Tea

9JS.

V

ball club will play the old town club.
Paterson, the left handed pitcher of
the Browns, will twirl the ball for the
Barelas club. Admission, 25 cents.

of Luna.

also for $4.50,
and upwards to

WOOL

GOOD

at the fair grounds, the Barelas base

store.

$2.98;
$6.50,

most superb stock; styles the
newest and workmanship perfect; prices range from $1.25 to

ors and many other popular
weaves that Dame Fashion Indorses this Season.

o
Base Ball Tomorrow.
On Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock,

relT

National
Capital

IU

1 ' V4

i'
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Company

Whitney

Coffee
Speaks for Itself.

DEALERS IN

WHOLESALE

National Capital Store,

Tonight at the White Elephant, best
the market affords, and it will be free
to all comers.

D. W. LANE.

212

SHELF

West Gold Avenue.

HEAVY

x

WALL. PAPER.

& CO.

810 S. Edith SL

X

Leave word at Ruppe's or Williams' Drug Store, ar.d will call
with samples.

AND

HARDWARE

WAGON WOOD WORK, IRON PIPE FITTINGS. BRASS GOODS and
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
CORNICE AND SHEET
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED
METAL GOODS.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
SANITARY PLUMBERS, STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
O
South First St.
At the Zelger Cafe tonicht will be
spread hot free lunch, consisting of the Old
New 'Phone 5CXXXXOOCXXOCCOCXXXXOCOCOC
'Phone
best that can ue procured.
152
50.
MONEY TO LOAN.
TONIGHT Don'i forget the
MONEY TO LOAN
J. W. Edwards
.
lecture TONIGHT at CongregaOn diamonds, watches, etc.. or any
tional church. This will be the liter,
househoVl goods
also
security;
good
Progressive Mortician and Em stored with me; strictly confidential.
ary treat of the season.
On diamonds, watches or any good
balmer.
Highest cash price paid for household security. Great bargains in
If the Best Is Good Enough
watches
120.
'phone
goods.
Automatic
Calls are
You can get it at Halm's. Everything Open day and night.
A. WH1TTEN, 114 Gold avenue. of every description.
T.
'phones.
in the fuel line. Both
promptly attended to.
A. H. YANOW,
o
has now a large ice plant
I Also. Sell, Monuments I Deming
Everyone desiring cheap transpor209
Second
South
street, few doors
consystem
under
.land electric light
T
tation east, at once at 115 West Rail- umce ana
north of txetoffica.
parior
A.oetunu tract
road avenue.
Bar-row-

'

for
and

WOOL BATISTES
In light
blues, tans, greys, pinks
HENRIETTTAS All colors.
Big line of colPRUNELLAS

o

We never want you to leave this
store displeased as our success lies
in pleasing you, and there's a way to
right all errors, no matterliow serious
they may seem.

Have your measure taken
now while the line Is unbroken. We guarantee a fit.

WALKING SKIRTS We are
Belling the itcst value in the city

grey.

Satisfaction and Economy
in every pound of our "Gallup Mine"
lump; $5.00 per ton at Hahn's.
o
New England Bakery.
Wedding cakes, bread and pastry of
every description. Send us your order,

Pay Your Water Tax.
Water tax due and payable at the
office of the company. No. 312 West
Gold avenue, between 1st and 5th of
WATER SUPPL CO
this month.

W. V. FUTRELLE

e

line of colors.
GRANITE CLOTHS Full line
of colors.
BROADCLOTHS
In the new
shades of blue, brown, tan and

every night. Families wishing tamalea
can order by telephone.

o

1000 Pieces of

an

lav-end-

Assessor.

o

n
Hot Lunch

Suitings

1

o

comSum-

SILK DRESS SKIRTS With
Waist you have an
costume.
We are
showing an exceptionally big
assortment In this department;
prices range from $8.25 to $25.00

magnificent collection of
Stylos and popular weaves.
VENETIANS
In tans, modes,
greys, blues, greens, old rose,
castors, browns, etc.
ALBATROSS
In light pinks,
greys, baby blues, greens,
and reds.
LANSDOWNES
In dark reds,
cardinals, tans, greys, turquoise
blues, etc.
CREPE SCULLaAS In full

o

plete line of Spring and

SILK WAISTS Are as popular as ever, only the Styles are
prettier and handsomer. See
the big selection we have of
these dressy garments.

COLORED DRESS GOODS

Hot Tamalea Every Night.
At the Metropolitan (Billy Berry's
place) hot tamales will be served

Hot

the most extensive and

READY TO WEAR GOODS

Every department is stocked
now for the Season; and large
is the variety of styles to Belect
from in the different departments.

A

ALEJANDRO SANDOVAL.

Free lunch tonight at the Metropol
itan saloon. Everybody Invited. Bring
your friends.

You

'

1

o
o
o
o

We Want
To Show

DRESS GOODS By far the
best shown by us for Seasons.
Black Crepe Cloths, Black
French Poplins, Black French
Soliels, Black Nuns Veilings,
Black Serges, Black Venetians,
Black Lansdownes, Black Pebble Cheviots, Black Tammese
Cloths, Black English Wales,
Black Cardigan Cloths, Black
Sublimes, Black Silk Warp.
HENRIETTAS Come and see
them.

Town.

S5Aa&afi&2&2

T
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Assessor's Notice.
Beginning Monday, March 3, I will
at the offlce of F. H. Kent, 112 South
Third street, for ten days for the purpose of receiving tax. returns of real
estate and personal property in Albuquerque, for the assessment of 1902.
Come early and make your return and
avoid penalties and a trip to the Old

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
"

!

i
BUY EARLY

ue

t.

'

that

A showing

can not be surpassed elsewhere
In the city. We have White and
Black Chiffon Appliques, White
and Black Crochet Appliques,
White and Black Escurial Appliques, White or Cream Venise
Appliques, White or Cream Oriental Appliques, Silk Allovers,
Chiffon AUovers, Lace Allovers,
Stitched Taffeta Bands.
Litterty Silk Chiffon and
de Sole in full line of

Birthday and
Wedding. Gifts

,

Albright's Shoes
or Children
Jaeger's Underwear

For Easter comes early. Realizing the fact we have prepared for it by buying early and now we are in po.
sltlon to show you a most superb collection of novelties for Easter gowns.

his employers.
Citizen office.
The Highland Buffet." a popular
MAGDALENO MARTINEZ.
resort on East Railroad avenue, has
o
Gentlemen: We guarantee a perfect been purchased by A. J. Robinson, wno
fit, workmanship and quality the best. Is a late arrival from Cottonwood
Our prices do the selling. Nettleton Falls, Kan.. Pete Willon retiring. The
Tailoring agency.
latter will not leave the city, although
he expects soon to visit Mexico on a
000CW0O0000Ca00O0000C
hunt for curios and ancient relics.
On his return, he will engage in the
curio business here. Mr. Robinson
comes to the city recommended as a
pleasant gentleman, and The Citizen
wishes him success.
The Citizen has added H. Jay Stone
and F. H. McElroy to Us force the past
few days. Mr. Stone takes the position
of bookkeeper, made vacant by Dan.
Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest stock of the
Scruggs, wuo accepts a similar posi
tion, with the addition of circulator, on
finest jewels. Lowest prices.
Mr. McElroy
the Journal-Democrawill assist in reportorial work in the
city and will occasionally make trips
on the road in the Interest of the pa
per. H. N. Packert. who was the circu
RAILROAD AVENUE
8
has taklator of the Journal-Democrat- ,
en a position at the drug store of
3333X8X8C00C(0000000e8a000
George B. Williams. He is a graduated
pharmacist and very popular with the
" O
r.
n
o
o
r
n
o
n
O
O
O
o
o
p
r
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O
0
0
people.

0

Pinjree & Smith's
Shoes for Women

W. Railroad Ave.
Telephone 259.

LOOK EARLY

Mr. nnd Mrs. Allen are on their way to
Mexico and California and on their return will spend come time In Albuquerque.
Clyde Avery, a printer. Who came
here from Chicago for his health, died
yesterday at his room ort Walter
street. The young man was 25 years
old and has been In Albuquerque about
three months. The body wa3 prepar
ed by Undertaker Borders and will
be shipped tonight to Chicago for bur
ial.
The California limited train. No. 3,
which left here yesterday morning at

0.

4. CO

HELD

Botterick
Patterns
Black Cat Hose j
Centemeri Gloves!

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Allen, of Chicago.

Men's Working Shoes

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "PRIDE
OF RIO GRANDE" FLOUR FROM
CALIFORNIA WHEAT.
FLOUR IS
EQUAL TO COLORADO'S BEST.
Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
Spring
clothier, for Hanan shoes.
line now In.
If you are particular as to style, fit
and comfort in your footwear examine
our line of women's 'i shoes and we

W, B. Corsets

Ba-rela- s

OUT.

$3.00

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOCXXXXXXIi

Lincoln Freeman, son of Judge A. D.
Freeman.of Carlsbad, Is spending a few
days in this city.
Passenger train No. 2 from the woBt
Is twelve hours late, caused by the No.
3 wreck, which occurred at Aztec last
night The latest report is that both
the engineer and. fireman of No. 3 received slight injuries.
A. B. Wadlelgh, who resided in this
city a few years ago, now from Bethlehem, Penn.. is here today, and was
noticed around with W. P. Metcalf.
Mr. Wadlelgh Is on his.way to Mexico
to examine some mines for eastern
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